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Miehael Prokopow, of 
Brentwood Bay, Claremont 
Senior Secondary School 
valedictorian, was 
presented with a $500 
award at the Sidney Rotary 
Scholarship Night held at 
the Sidney Hotel on 
October 11.
The award was presented 
by Mrs. Agnes Thulin in 
memory of her late 
husband, Oscar Thulin.
An outstanding student 
Michael svas described as a 
person who best exem­
plified the Rotary motto 
“Service Above Self’’ 
during his high school 
career. In his acceptance 
speech he said that he was 
taking first year arts at the 
University of Victoria.
Rotary President Ross 
Ingram presented the other 
three scholarships. Stasia 
Gallagher, graduate of 
Claremont was awarded a 
$300 Special Scholarship 
for sound academic 
achievement and out­
standing leadership in 
school athletics and student 
affairs. Her father Dennis 
Gallagher of Sidney 
thanked the club on Stacia’s 
behalf as his daughter was 
attending B.C.I.T. in 
Vancouver preparing for 
exams in Business 
Management.
Two young ladies were 
: each presented ; with a 
cheque for $200 for 
academic achievement 
throughout their high 
school career. Laura Anne 
Anderson, graduate of 
Parkland, is now attending; 
the. University of yict’oria 
in the^facultyof arts, ; and 
Elizabeth Weeks of 
Claremont, spoke 
glowingly of her plans for 
advanced studies in music 
and French.
Guests of the club were 
the parents of all the 
students and a feature of 
the program were reports 
from the principals of 
Parkland and Claremont. 
Joe Lott and Don 
McKinnon who reviewed 
the accomplishments and 
activities of winners of 
Rotary scholarships in 
previous year.
During the coming year 
the Sidney Rotary Club 
plans to include Sicily’s 





In an effort to reduce 
intcrmunicipal rivalry 
Sidney council lias wiped 
out any conditions in its 
agreement to liclp pay a 
share of the $26,0(X) it will 
cost to repave the parking 
lot ai Sanscha Hall.
When the motion was 
first passed it coniineU a 
“dollar-foi-doll(ir’’ con­
dition with North Saanich 
but, on the suggc-siion of 
Aid. Eleanor Sowerby at a 
recent rnecting, this con­
dition was negated.
“We just want to sec tlic 
work done and our action 
.should not be lied to any 
matching grunt from North 
Saanich or anyone else,’’ 
Mrs. Sowerby said.
Aid. Ro.ss Marlin agreed. 
It sliould not be made a 
question of politics,lie .said. 
It sliould be removed from 
that arena.
Sidney will supply 
whatever amount up to 
$5,SIK), as provided in the 
budget, for the Job. 
provincial Enml of $18,000 




enthusiast James Allen, 7th 
Street, celebrated his 8.3rd 
Uirlhday on Saturday.
Dump Disposal ‘Bums’ 
Alderman And Residents
The parks superin- 
lendeiit, has turned a piece 
of property next to the 
municipal yard into a 
dump, says Sidney 
Alderman Jerry Tregaskis.
Tregaskis made the 
comment at Monday 
night’s council meeting 
after a letter was read from 
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew 
Hamilton, 2376 Ocean 
Avenue.
The Hamiltons live 
across the street from a site 
commonly known as the 
Bowcott property which 
they charged has beenused 
as the “New town dump’’ 
with “rubbish piled in 
there which burned for two 
weeks.’’
It is now being used as a 
motor cycle track with 
molehills on the property 
“perfect for hill climbs,’’ 
claimed the Hamiltons.
Tregaskis sided com­
pletely with the residents 
agreeing that the mess was 
unacceptable and that to 
allow developers to burn 
rubbish there free of charge 
was a mistake.
He went on to say he 
thinks the municipality is 
“out of line” anyway in 
that fires of this nature 
should be covered.
And he added he was 
distressed by the parks 
superintendent deciding to 
burn and dump debris on 
the site.
The property was 
dedicated as parkland by 
referendum several years 
ago and since then has been
,.vacant.'’‘':c-';''''V'
Aid. Jim Lang told the 
meeting that he “looks 
forward to a beautiful park 
there in a few years but 
doesn't think “in the 
meantime it should look 
like hell.”
He suggested that money 
from contractors to dump 
there could be used tohire a 
bulldozer to work on the 
and and ensure that it is 
always neat and tidy.
“1 think we are obliged to 
clean this area up,” he
concluded.
“it’s only a question of 
time and money,” ac­
cording to Aid. Ross 
Martin, “until the park is 
developed.”
Couneil deciiled to send a 
letter of apology to the 
Hamiltons and explain that 
the park is soon to be 
developed. Future plans eall 
for a playing field, benches, 
tables, and two ponds 
among otlier features. 
Council hopes the park will 
be completed in two years.
CONTRIBUTIONS
MINIMAL
There are 363 businesses 
in Sidney and 73 or 20% of 
them contributed a total of 
$1,393 to the United Way 
this year.
Of that number at least 
one have $200 and several 
others contributed $50.
Ed LeClair, municipal 
tax collector, who was in 
charge of the campaign in 
Sidney, .said Tuesday that 
last year’s target figure of 
$1,100 for businesses was 
exceeded. No target figure 
was set for 1978. Marinas 
and business associated 
with boats contributed $250 
this year, LeClair said. 
Fifteen were canvassed, 
nine contributed.
There was no residential 
canvass made in Sidney. A 
mail campaign was luan- 
ched and contributions sent 
to United Way will not be 
credited, to Sidney but will
be lumped in with the 
general area total.
At least one Sidney man, 
LeClair said, brought his 
donation right to Sidney 
Hall. “I belong to Sidney 
and 1 would like to sec 
Sidney get the credit,” he 
said.
LeClair said he would 
like to thank the people 
who solicited from Sidney 
businessmen. They were: 
Don Ruffle, Jim and Jane 
Sloan, Steve Wurster, and 
J im and Helen Lang, .
It should be rioted, 
LeClair added, that some 
Sidney businesses other 
than the 73 who contributed 
directly, ; will make a 
donation to the United Way 
through their parent 
companies. Professional 
associations and some chain 
stores; tise this method of; 
contributing.
Wreck Artifacts
THIS ALL STEEL Canadian Coast Guard vessel was up for engine repair work and general refurbishing this past weekend 
at Canoe Cove Marina (Review photo).
or
lilditor’s Note:
The following nrlivic 
reprinted here llirough the 
kind pcrini.ssion of 
Tiurboiir und Shipping' 
ningiizinc appeared in the 
September issue of that 
publication.
By LES RIMES
The gale whipped (he 
while foam off the creasts 
of angry wtivcs. A fishboat, 
catighi out in the storm, 
called plaintively over the 
radio (or help. But the 
nuister of the coast guard 
cutler refused to leave his 
shcliei and vcimirc into the 
violent sea, Twoinen in ilic 
fishboat lost their lives.
The incident occuned 
many inonihs ago, In fact, 
there is little virtue in 
retelling the .story except 
that it docs reveal the 
inadequacy <|Sf Canada’s 
west coast coast guard fleet. 
Was the master of the coast 
guard vesisel reneging on his 
duty? Was he a coward, 
afraid of ilie storm? Was he 
callous of the value of 
human life? Many will say 
he was a dedicated seaman 
whose decision probably 
saved the lives of his crew 
and his ship. He knew 
that his rescue ship just 
couldn’t do the job it was 
meant to do.
The three offshore search 
and rescue vessels can 
probably stand up to any 
storms ih:U blow up In the 
straits of Georgia; but when 
titey arc sent to patrol off 
the west coast of Vancouver 
l-'.Idt'id '.vlivtc they .at 
most needed — they can't 
cope,
Tfic inadeqtrttcy of the 
ships is bh'-cd on the fact 
they were designed ns all­
purpose vessels. But they 
can’t do any jobcrficicnily.
The Fishing Vessel 
Owners Association knows 
about their slioricomings. 
They liavc been calling for 
years to Transport Minister 
Otto Lang to supply a 
more-efficiem coast guard, 
but Mr, l.anp, doesn't seem 
to be able to hear. The 
lowboatmcn knew about 
the problems. They 
decided, years :igo, to form 
their own volumccr rescue 
group under ilic capalrlc 
aegis of Capi. Cyril 
Andrews,
Here on the Ihielfic Coast 
we have three offshore 
rescue vessels. They 
mea,sure 29 m in lengll) and 
have a speed of almut 1.5 
knots — a speed wliich is 
insuffieieni in calm waters 
where there is more ilum 
16,(X)0 miles of eoasdine to
cover. They are slim in 
design whieli makes them 
poor seahoats for service on 
tlie rugged west coast of 
V.'mcouver Island. And, as 
a mailer of fact, the master, 
quarlcnnaster, and officers 
cannot walk from the 
bridge or from llteir ac­
commodation to the dining 
lounge, aft, wiihoui going 
outside.
That’s a treat for tItem 
wlieii I lie sea is a mirror 
reneciing it biighi sun in a 
blue sky hut in u Inirrlcane, 
waves can he lougit enough 
to bailer a man and toss 
Itim overboard wltilc lie’s 
on Ills way to dinner,
Noi only iltal, (he vessels 
now are 1,5 years old and 
still have priniiiive 
c(|nipmcni ahoaul which 
requires eonslaui repair, I 




A Sidney RCMP patrol car on a routine 
check cnii.scd by Beacon Mall early Snntlay 
morning and Consi, M, Slinkn spoiled a 
person inside.
He radioed for a.ssislancc at 12:40 a.m. 
and another rnemher arrived with a master 
key within minutes. The culprit ran as soon 
as he .saw the police and locked himself in 
the men’s room where the door had to be 
forced before he could lie arrested.
Everything in the mail was secure except 
lor Sidney Insurance Centre. A police 
spokesman said the molive for the brenk-in 
was money, and that a Ifvyear-okl youth 
was arrested. ,
vessels and company-ow'ncd 
lugs w'liieh have far better 
wheelltouse equipment and 
better crew ae- 
commodalions ilum the 
government-owned search 
and rescue vessels.
One master told me 
about a visit by a group of 
Japanese coast guard 
personnel. Tlicy were 
immiieulalely dressed in 
wltilc, compared wit It ilieir 
Ciutiidian liosts wlio greeted 
them dressed iti clteap serge 
iiniforms tital looked like 
reject material from 
Taiwan,
After inspeeling tite 
Canadian ship, one of tite 
.lapancse (tffieers furrowed 
ills brow. “Is lids all yott 
have?” lie aiikcd,
“I fell humiliated,” the 
master of iltc Ciinadian 
vessel said to me.
I his is not to say the men 
who serve in tite sltips arc 
inefficlom or careless, Tliey 
arc dedicated nten, And 
Itccituse of the iuadequacy 
of I lie ships t hey liave to 
work harder and longer to 
iron out problems whicli 
consiaitlly arise.
I'be Canadian coast 
guard has a total of 82 
major vessels, Of these, 
only eiglti are siiiiionod tm 
tite west coast. The neci 
consists of tite offsliorc 
rescue .siti|t.s Racei, Ready, 
and Rider, llie workships 
Sir James Douglas and 
AlcxaitUer Mackenzie, tin: 
icebreaker Cam sc It - 
wliicb spends the siiinmcr 
nmnilis in the sveslern 
Aieiic -- and iltc two 
wt.'illierships, Quadra and 
Vancouver.
The weaihcrships, by the 
way, serve to prove the
Sidney council has voted 
to donate $1CK) to Rimpac 
Divers Cliib to help* buy 
equipment for raising 
artifacts from the S.S. 
Iroquois.
Ray Williams, 10936 
Fernie Wynd on Curteis 
Point, is one of the divers 
involved in the project and 
told The Review that the 
money is very welcome.
He said acids are needed 
to restore the arlifacts once 
they are; raised, along with 
rubber gloves, ropes and 
'buckets.
He said the most im­
portant item right now is 
rope to set up a grid system 
on the bottom to isolate just 
where each item is located. ;
This giant “spider’s 
web” will take a lot of rope,
unfitness of the fleet. Both 
the Quadra and Vancouver 
are top-heavy. In fact, to 
stop them from turning 
turtle, they each have 450 
ions of concrete in their 
holds. Tills wcigltt means 
ilicre i.s a shortage of space 
for fuel oil. The two ships 
were origiruill designed to 
carry two service vessels 
wlticli were to Itnve been 
launclied by a crane on tlie 
upper deck. Neither the 
service vessels nor Ilic 
cranes arc filled to tite 
sltips; it was feared the 
extra gear would topple 
titein over.
But design blunders cun 
be costly to taxpayers. The 
weailier,sltips are required 
to cany cylinders of 
Itydrogcn gas to fiB 
weal Itei - ohservaiion 
haloons. It was planned to 
carry the hydrogen 
cylindens on top deck, but 
llicy would make the sliip 
top-heavy so the cylinders 
liave to he moved down into




Are you tite parent of a 
pre-scltool child and arc 
interested in your clilld 
lerirning the Imsle's of 
Ivlcycle s.afety? If so Phone 
656-.39.31 (Sidney UCMP) 
ami enroll your child now, 
Tiif:, ccnu':.c i,'. free of 
charge, und open to the first 
25 applicants, Student must 
he capable of riding n two 
wheel bicycle wlihout 
assistance,
Red Tide Ban Lifted
The red tide ban for 
shellfish In Georgia 
Strait has been lifted 
except in two areas, 




for the Federal Fisheries 
Department, said that 
results from 87 tests sent 
to Ottawa’s Nalloiiul 
Health and 'Welfare IhIks 
(where injections ure 
mode in mice] have 
shown that it is safe lo 
eat clams and oysters In 
the straits.
The two ureas which 
remoln In the restricted 
ir.oni‘ are! Foint 
Atkinson to the U.S. 
border where red tide
and contamination from 
sewage continue, und 
Quadra Island to Kelsey 
Bay in Johnson Strait.
Red tide Ls caused hy 
unseasonaily high 
temperatures whieli 
increase the growth of 
plankton and cause 
toxicity in shellfish.
It Is thc firsl time thul 
Georgia Strait Inis iH'cn 
closed In 27 years and 
has ttffccled between 3(1 
and 40 slietifish 
operators.
An area at the nor­
thern end of Vancouver 
Isiunii, liowevcr, has 
been closed because of 
red tide for more than II 
^'yeurs,'
according to Williams, who 
said that any small 
donations - are gratefully 
'accept ed."'\;;
“We’re hot asking k^r a 
lot of money, he stressed. ; 
We just want a little help 
with our out-of-pocket
expenses, wc arc donating 
all our time and air for the 
diving tanks.”
The raising of the ar­
tifacts could begin in a few 
weeks, he said, as .soon as a 
permif has been received 
from the provincial 
government. ' 
i The dive is an exceedingly 
deep one •— 100 to 115 feel 
—■ and is not for inex­
perienced divers, he said. 
Tlie first meeting of the 
Rimpac Divers Club is 
being held tonight ,
All uriifacis raised by the 
team will be donated to the 
Sidney Museum Any 
articles not wanted hy them 
wilf then be oiTcred to tlie 
Maritime Museum in 
Vicioriii, hesaid.
Among one of the most 
amazing filings to have 
survived the faful foiin- 
deling ill 1911 was an 
alinoM complete set of 
Bridal Rouse Spqde cliina, 
said Williams, wlih added 
tlicre arc some magnificniil 
pluiters lying on the holtom 
ofihcsea. ■
'9 1476.' r
ELECTRIC CAR wm only one ot the many altcrnuiive energy exhiblis on 
display al "An Energetic Affair” held all day Saturday at Sanscha Hall.
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HOBBY SHOW TO EXHIBIT 
WIDE VARIETY OF TALENTS
There will be everything 
from stained glass windows 
to tole painting at the sixth 
annual Hobby Show of the 
North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society on 
Saturday and Sunday, 
November 4 and 5.
Betty
DuTemple Weds
A quiet .ceremony, 
witnessed by the immediate 
families, was performed, by 
Father Bill Mudge, on 
October 5, 1978 to unite in 
marriage, Samuel Snobelen 
and Betty DuTemple. Mr 
and Mrs. H. Bradley, 
parents of the bride and 
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Lewis 
attended.
Convened again by Mr. 
and Mrs. C.D. Clive the 
show will be held from 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. both days in 
the Agricultural Hall and 
annex at Saanichton Fair 
Grounds. Lunch and tea 
rooms will be open and a 
white elephant stall and 
plus a table piled high with 
Christmas decorations, 
convened by Mrs. Sylvia 
Hutt, will be among the 
attractions.
The number of entries 
has more than doubled 
since the first show. There 
will be 46 entrants from 
communities on southern 
sland. Among the number 
of “working booths” will 
be pottery with potters’ 
wheels operating; weaving 
I and spinning; cake
Coat Spedall
STYLETONE CLEANERS






glass blowing; wood car­
ving, and Japanese oragami 
- the art of creating animals 
and birds by folding paper, 
a favourite with children.
There will also be 
displays of crafted 
jewellery; collections of old 
telephones, stuffed toys, 
hand puppets, amateur 
(ham) radio operatins, 
china painting; can- 
delmaking, batik work, 
rebuilding clocks on 
grandfather clock scale, 
“Q” craft (pictures made 
with paper), lace work. 
Bonsai - Japanese art of 
growing miniature trees, 
and numerous handmade 
articles suitable for 
Christmas gifts.
The Pioneer Museum will 
also be open to the public 




The Sidney and North 
Saanich Unit of the 
Canadian Cancer Society is 
holding a meeting of 
volunteers and all interested 
persons on Tuesday, 
November 7, at 8 p.m., in 
the Margaret Vaughn-Birch 
Hall in Sidney.
Purpose of the meeting 
will be to discuss he up­
coming 1979 program, and 
will be organizational in 
nature.
Last year the Unit raised 
over $12,000 from cam­
paign activities, and is 








BEACON PI.AZA MALL 
656-5421
ISLAND FURNITURE MART j
h^s^ I
PROBABLY THE LARGEST 
OCCASIONAL CHAIR SELECTION 
ON THE ISLAND
iMontpmi Trust i 2419 Beacon 656-3924
Mrs. May John And Historic Piano
May John Gives Historic Piano To Craigdarroch Castle
A 100-hundred year old 
piano, once owned by 
the family of Sir James 
Douglas, has been given to 
Craigdarroch Castle 
Preservation Society by a 
Sidney lady.
Mrs. May John, Blue 
Heron Road, told The 
Review this week that she is 
also giving to the castle a 
bed originally owned by 
Robert Dunsmuir.
“The piano was built in 
Victoria by the firm of 
Goodwin and Jordan in 
1874,” said Mrs. John. “It 
takes four men to lift it. 
The keys, made of beautiful 
ivory are all in excellent 
condition and the tone of 
the instrument itself is 
superb.”
The John family which 
first settled in this area in 












;-v: SATOtDAY :- ■ 
BIG
Country and Western 
in the
Nine charges of impaired 
driving were laid after a 
Two-day BATmobile drive 
in Sidney and North 
Saanich.
The Breath Alcohol 
Testing Mobile Unit was 
used to check 1973 
motorists on Octobber 12 to 
14 and, in addition to the 
nine impaired driving 
charges, one motorist was 
charged with refusing to 
supply a breath sample, one 
with driving while under 
suspension " and 15 driving 
licences were suspend^ for 
24-hour periods.
more
; drivers were charged Jwith 
various infractions of the 
Motor Vehicle Act or 
regulations. Seven charges
WOMEN AGLOW': 
r: MEET NOV. 10 ;
Sidney Pentacostal 
Church will be the scene of 
a meeting of Sidney Women 
Aglow at 10:30 a.m.: on 
November 1. The meeting 
will be held in the lower 
auditorium. For further 
information: 656-5614.
were laid in connection with 
liquor and 75 trtaffic 
warnings issued.
for S25 from the Douglas 
residence, Mrs. John told 
The Review.
Mr. Jim Nesbitt, 
president of the Castle 
Preservation Society says he 
doubts if there are any 
other pianos of this kind 
still in existence.
“It’s truly an historic 
treasure. Pianos today have 
wooden harps. This has one 
made of iron which came 
-from the Albion Iron 
Works in Victoria. It is 
ironic that one of the 
leading shareholders of this 
-firm was none other than 
Robert Dunsmuir, builder 
of Craigdarroch castle.”
.Mr. Nesbitt said that a 
plastic shield would likely 
be placed over the keyboard 
to keep people from 
molesting the keys.
The piano and the bed 
left Sidney for their new 
home on Monday af­
ternoon.
Mrs. John said she in­
tends tomake a proper old- 
fashioned mattress for the 
bed and would also be 
donating that to the castle 
society.
“I do need to get hold of 
some mattress ticking,” she 
told The Review. “If 
someone has any to spare 1 
would really appreciate it.”
2134 BRETHOUR PARKWAY
NOW ONLY $57,900
This 3 bedroom full basement home has a main floor 
area of appro.Ximatcly 1280sq. ft., ensuite plumbing, 
fireplace, large kitchen and dining room, carport and 
more. It’s well priced at the new low asking price and 
wc suggest you act now while we_ can get a good 
mortgage at a good rate - For more details call:
Larry Pruden 





Continued from Page 1 
the holds.
But hydrogen is highly- 
explosive and cannot be 
carried in the hold. 
Therefore, heliuin had to be 
substituted for ’ hydrogen. 
Which is a good solution 
except that helium is far 
more: costly th^ hydrogen, 
withTtheiStaxpkyer footing 
the extra bill for the design 
'.'bob-boo."''■ '..{-''T :
The two weatherships are 
scheduled to be phased out 
in 4980, thus saving the 
taxpayer the added expense 
of buying helium.
Some people are saying 
that the formation of a 
coast guard auxiliary on 
this coast will mean a 
phase-put of the permanent 
coast guard service. 1 doubt
My rough calculations 
indicate that for every
coastguardman at sea or in 
operation shore bases, there 
are three pen-pushers 
—-mostly in Ottawa. 
Because there are three 
times as . many office 
workers as there are 
operational personnel, it 
means the office workers 
hbve to be kept busy 
composing memos to be 
sent out in quadruplicate.T f 
the service is ib be phased 
out on this coast, there will 
be nobody to send memos
to —- which will mean 
Otto’s bureaucracy will get 
up-tight.
But the guy \vho operates 
a troller out of Tofino 
praying that the memp- 
composers will be phased 
out and that the money 
saved will be diverted to the 
construction and upkeep of ■ 
an adequate number of 
■ efficient ' vessels to give 
Cahada a coast guard fleet 
of: which if; cani be .justly; 
-proud. 4.'-' f
PIRIPLAOE
A spacious wood burning 
fireplace that heats in a 
complete circle. Ideal for 
large rooms where you can 
enjoy a crackling wood 
fire in a cozy atmosphere. 
The Blaze Gemini fireplace 
IS, available free-standing, 
hung from the ceiling or 




but functions like a modern 
fireplace. The Blaze Frank­
lin Stove blends beautifully 
with a period decor or ac­
cents the modern. A wood 





9788 SECOND ST. A
SIDNEY GLASS):
Ask about bur Fireplace/Furnace Convension—- 









British Columbia is suffering from a problem that, is reachiiiK out to 
damage the lives of tens of tliousands of our citizens, young and old, male 
and female. Its cost in physical destniction and lost productivity amounts to 
hundreds of nnlbons of dollars a year. But the real toll in human suffering 
cannot be measured.
The problem ia alcohol abuse - the unwise overindulgence in alcoholic 
beverages. You may not Imow it, but British Columbia ia the most afflicted of 
all of Canatb’s provinces. Your government has decided to try to do something 
al)out it, and we’re asking every citizen to help with the task,
My Ministiy, starting today, is going to carry the message of alcohol 
misuse into every comer of the prorince. Sometimes,alcohol is a social drink, 
hut at all times it ia a drug Unit must be liandled witli care.
llie cost of this campaign will be paid for by those who drink througli 
rm additional levy on the price of some alcoholic beverages. The non-drinking 
public should not be expected to pay for the programme.
'ITie abuse of alcohol lias teen a growing problem - one we must all 
help to solve. It is important for every individual who consumes alcohol lo 
know how much is too much - how often is t(x) often. For the good of every­








eroviiic« of Drttlkh ColuniMt MinlAtry o) Contuirwr niiil 
Co(pW6tii Afliilm.
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Former Lieutenant-Governor’s Mesidence Now Luxury Restaurant
C0¥E OUTBOARD
How open to serve you
All Engines Overhauled & Repaired.
Tune ups, winterizing & 
preventive maintenance a specialty.
Light Machining & Welding.
MON.-SAT. Phone
2300 Canoe Cove Road, Sidney, B.C,
By JIM GUTHRIE
^^Miraloma”, a former Lieutenant Gover­
nor's summer residence has seen many owners 
and its share of political controversy over the 
years. Newest role for the 53-year-old cottage on 
Harbour Road just past Van Isle Marina, 
however, is a sedate restaurant where diners may 
enjoy fine food in luxurious surroundings.
Owner Fred Oldfield opened the restaurant 


















® 966 DOWNEYRD.REDUCED TO $94,900 
With all the features this home has it’s an e.xcellent 
buy at its new low price - Fitted into the unique plan 
there are 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, Jenn-Air Range 
and Grill, built-in oven, dish-washer, garbage 
compactor, and vacuum system. Its on over 2 acres 
well suited to gardening, keeping horses, nursery 
sales, and many other uses. Let us show you how you 
can get into this fine home while prices are at this low 
level and mortgage funds are readily available. To 
view anytime, call:
-X' .
As a tribute to his 
adopted home, Walter C. 
Nichol, Lieutenant- 
Governor of British 
Columbia from 1920 to 
1926, built “Miraloma”.
Designed and con­
structed by the famous 
Samuel Maclure, Miraloma 
has been described in ar­
chitectural circles as a 
“rustic tour de force.”
When he began designing 
the house Maclure was told 
that “it should be 
something unusual and 
which would employ, as far 
as possible, B.C.’s woods.” 
The original house on the 
property, owned by a Mr. 
Copeland, was also to be 
embodied in the design.
Bark Left
All this was accomplished 
with genius. The entire 
exterior was covered with 
fir slabs on which the bark 
was left. There was no 
dressed wood on the whole 
exterior of the building, 
except for some vermillion 
window sashes. The rustic 
effect was heightened by the 
porches and balconies built 
of tree trunks of various 
sizes fitted into place with 
skill by the builders Hunter 
and Halket.
The whole structure had 
to be extremely well built to 
support the heavy fir slabs.
It took 10 men to raise the 
large bark-covered boards 
which conceal the eaves.
Foundations of the house 
are native stone boulders 
and concrete. .The massive 
chinmeys are of boulder as 
well. All these carefully- 
thought-out details em­
phasize the complete 
rusticity of the cottage.
The principle of using 
B. C. vvoods was expanded 
to include the interior as 
well aX exterior. The up­
stairs balcony room, 
described as the most 
unusual feature of the 
house, was completely 
finished in bark.
It was said that there was 
no other house in Canada 
which afforded the op­
portunity of realizing the 
Tine effect of B.C. woods 
for panelling purposes. The 
halls were finished in great 
panels of native fir; all the 
other rooms were panelled 
in cottonwood or spruce, a 
variety of effect achieved by 
the staining. All ceilings 
were ivory enamel, with the 
exception of the bark- 
panelled balcony.
All the floors, with the 










to resemble red 
tiling. The size of the wall 
panelling is enormous by 
today’s standards. Two 
panels in the dining room 
measure five by seven feet.
Panel walls of the 
drawing room were stained 
pale lavender, the tile of the 
fireplace were lilac covered. 
Overhead beams of spruce 
were also stained in shades 
from lilac to lavender.
Elaborate Carvings 
Everywhere in the walls 
there is the exquisite pattern 
of the grain, empahsized by 
the stain. More than one 
artist had a hand in the 
decorataive work. Mr. 
George S. Gibson, of 
Duncan, was responsible 
for the ornamental carvings 
about the stairs leading 
down from the main hall to 
the dining room.
On the single pillar where 
the bannister terminates at 
the foot of the stairs is a 
grim little bulldog: on the 
two pillars at the head of 
the stairs are a monkey and 
an owl all hand carved.
Mr. Sheldon Williams 
did some highly decorative 
panels for chimney-piece 
and wall. In the dining 
room, over the mantel, 
there is a imaginative 
mediaeval subject.
Over the buffet is a 
decorative painting of a 
Spanish galleon. Other 
panels by the same artist are 
found in the drawing room.
When it was first built 
much attention was devoted 
to the surrounding 15 acres 
of wooded property. V 
Described as luxuriantly 
wooded, it rose in the centre 
to an altitude of a hundred 
feet or more and from this 
point one could look out 
over the boles of trees to the 
whole surrounding country.
It was said that nowhere 
on Vancouver Island could 
a greater variety of trees be 
seen within so small an 
area. The arbutus trees were 
the most striking feature of 
the woodlands and one 
visitor to Miraloma, Lady 
Byng of Vimy, was so taken 
with them that she made the 
following special reference 
to them in an article she 
subsequently wrote for an 
English gardening journal:
“It is the arbutus that are 
the outstanding feature of 
that Peninsula, which is
' .... ■
MIRALOMA Samuel Maclure designed log 
house which was formerly the residence of 
Lieutenant-Governor Walter Nicholl has
recently been 
restaurant.
re-opened as The Latch
thrust out into the Pacific 
Ocean so serenely as little 
waves come lip-lapping 
against its sandy beach, 
fringed with those quaintly- 
twisted arbutus trees 
overhanging, in all manner 
of strange angles, the aqua­
marine water and outlined 
against a cerulean sky. They 
make of the spot something 
between the fairland of 
one’s dreams and the dainty
reality of a Rackham 
drawing, that lives in my 
memory and calls up a scent 
of hit pine needles and sea, 
two of nature’s best per­
fumes.”
Distinguished Career 
It was his great love for 
B.C., and Vancouver Island 
particularly, that inspired 
Mr. Nichols to construct 
Miroloma. Coming here in 
1897,' Mr. Nichols left a
dintinguished career in 
journalism in Ontario to try 
his luck in the gold fields of 
the Kootenay.
A few months in Kaslo 
satisfied his interest in gold 
mining and he travelled to 
Victoria to resume his 
vocation in the newsroom. 
He became editor of the 
Weekly Province and 
moved with that paper to 
Vancouver, the following 
year and started the
Vancouver Daily Province.
All through his career it 
was characteristic of Nichol 
that he found his chief 
expression in the 
newsroom. Although he 
always took the keenest 
possible interest in public 
affairs and freely discussed 
current questions in his 
newspaper columns, he 
assiduously avoided any 
involvement in politics and 
never identified himself
with any political party, 
preferring an independent < 
position. This was rcllected 
in The Province during the 
whole period of his con­
nection with the journal, 
for he always insisted the 
paper should be a 
newspaper rather than a 
political organ.
After the death of 
Colonel Prior, late in 1920, 
Mr. Nichol was appointed 
l.ieulenani-Govcrnor of 
B.C. and was sworn in on 
Christmas Day of that year.
During his term of office, 
he made a point of visiting 
the various .sections of the 
province and taking more 
than an official interest in 
the problems which he 
found.
His newspaper training 
stood him in good stead in 
the work of his office and, 
in spite of his hick of ex­
perience in the actual 
handling of public affairs, 
he made one of the most 
popular and efficient 
lieutenant governors B.C. 
has ever had.
Work on Miraloma 
began in 1925, was eom- 
Tleted in 1926 and Mr. and 
Mrs. Nichols moved there 
upon his retirement in 
February of 1926. Mr. 
Nichols died December 19, 
1928.
Since then Miraloma has 
changed hands a number of 
times. The latest owner is 
Fred Oldfield who has 
recently opened it as a 
restaurant called “The 
Latch.”
ISLAND FURNITURE MART 
has:
all TOSHIBA COLOR TELEVISIONS
50 MONTH WARRANTY 
on PARTS & LABOUR
FRESH POyLTRY - EGGS ■ F !SH
NEXT TO SAFEIWAY PARKING LOT - Phone 656-5421
-1®^L8. Cooked 59loasterSvxGrad&xA’ 1^'- -
_ _ _  Medium*! " Instpre Specials
Prices In Efffecf As long As Qoortflfy l.asfs:
Peninsula People
Mr. and Mrs. Ivor T, 
Palmer, 1981 Sicily’s Cross 
Road, enjoyed a five-week 
holiday touring and visiting 
friends and relatives in the 
south of England. They 
also made a tour of 
Scotland.
Mr, and Mrs. Maurice 
Head, Tower Apartments, 
Brentwood Bay, enjoyed a 
Tltanksgiving holiday at 
their cottage oil Lake-of- 
theWoods, Ontario, where 
they were joined by 
members of their family.
Mrs. Helen Oukc,5, 7121 
West Saanich Road, en­
joyed her trip i*s n member 
of the .singing grou|T, the
fA
III...mini'
Sweet Adelines when they 
recently visited California.
Mrs. Dolly Hamilton 
Nicholas Road, and her 
daughter from Vancouver 
spent a holiday recently in 
Las Vegas and Reno, 
Nevada.
Members of St. Stephen’s 
A.C.W. will hold their Fall 
Tea and Bazaar In St. 
Stephen’s Hall, Mount 
Newton Cross Road, on 
Saturday, October 28, from 
2 to 4 p.m. •
Brentwood IJ.C.W. will 
hold a Fall Rummage Sale 
In Brentwood United 
Church basement on 
Saturday, October 28 from 
10 a.m, lo 1 p.m, *
Saanich Pioneer Society 
.held its regular monthly 
meeting in the Log Cabin, 
Saanichton, on Monday, 
October 16, Plans were 
made for the Annual Tea 
which in the Log Cabin on 
Sunday, November 12, 
from 2 10 4 p.m. Tea Is 
scvcniy-fivc cents.
.1
Grocerlss at Discount Prices
★ AMPLE FREE PARKING ★
9 to 9 Monday thru Friday Saturday 9 to 6 
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High-level noise. You can't see it or feel it, 
but it's one of the worst hazards of the work 
place. Where possible, employers should 
control it at its source. In the meantime, 
it's up to you to wear proper 
hearing protection. Otherwise 
your hearing may become 
more and rhore impaired. And 
that damage will be permanent.
Protect yourself. Starting now.
lUORKERS’COrnPENSAHON BOARDJYfflK
Vitnc-fAiVOr. *)C 04 tUte
■ ,X,. Y'
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A Lunatic Quality
There’s a sort of lunatic quality to politics in 
British Columbia which the rest of the country 
watches with amazement but which we who live 
here regard as quite normal. Isn’t everybody 
that way?
It was demonstrated again last week when the 
British Columbia Social Credit League passed a 
strong resolution urging the abolition of 
regional boards.
Without entering into a discussion of 
whether or nor regional boards should be wiped 
out, let us point out that about 15 years ago 
regional boards were introduced by Dan 
Campbell, then Minister of Municipal Affairs 
and now executive director of inter­
governmental ; relations for the provincial 
government.
He was supported all along, if we recollect 
correctly, by Hugh Curtis, then Mayor of 
Saanich and now occupying the chair once 
, warmed by Campbell.
And it’s also kind of crazy that while the rank 
and file of the Social Credit Party advocates the 
qbolition of regional boards and, we presume,
: regional districts, the provincial government 
\ heaps more and more duties on their boards.
' A Question Of Garbage
' Garbage is something one has to deal with, 
i You can put off all sorts of problems, relegate 
J them to the dustbin and hope that they will go 
: away. And, sometimes, they do. But not gar­
bage. Neglect it for too long and it has a way of 
; making its presence known.
Air of which leads to the question: What, if 
anything, “is being done about the Hartland
,|refuse repository on Saanich Peninsula?
¥ 'a regional district matter and the last we 
I heard a committee from piublic works went to 
San Diego to visit a pyrolysis plant where a kind 
of bunker oil is beingmade from garbage. That 
was a bust apparently — the plant was broken 
down when the committee paid it’s visit, we are 
'■V \told.'-
And there the matter lies. The public works 
committee has yet to reconsider alternatives 
although the need becomes more pressing all the 
lime.
The Hartland Road dump has been a problem 
ever since it was purchased from a private 
operator some years ago. It had never been 
inspected and it was found that poisonous 
material was seeping out from the fill. So much 
so that it posed a real pollution problem in Tod 
Inlet.
The dump has only a few years’life left before 
it is full. The district is going lo have lo find 
some allernate means of disposing of its solid 
waste and a lot of people arc wondering what is 
going to be the most practical solution to the 
problem.
One method of disposal which has been 
looked at is the manufacture of pellet fuel which 
produces heal when burned.
Garbage is sorted and paper and glass an- 
do other salvageable material is removed after 
which the remainder is processed and turned 
into pellets.
It is an expensive business in that the capital 
cost would be enormous ■— millions of dollars in 
fact ”* but it may be the only practical method 
of dealing with the problem,

























Two 13 year old Sidney 
girls, Dawn Nicholson and 
Colleen Tiffany recently 
returned from Scotland 
where they competed in 
Highland Dancing com­
petitions. Accompanied by 
their teacher, Shellagh 
Mallard, they competed at 
the Edinburgh Festival, 
World Championship 
Highland Games at Cowal, 
plus Rothesay, Glasgow, 
Perth and Bridge of Allan.
Both girls placed in the 
top of their class in all the 
competitions. Highland 
Dancers from all over the 
world go to Scotland each 
summer to compete in these 
Games. Other Sidney 
Highland Dancers took top 
prizes in most of the west 
coast and Winnipeg Games 
this summer and fall.
Temperoturos 
Mox. (Oct. 18) 















Record Max. (Oct. 17/60) 21.2°C 
Meon Min.
RecordMIn. (Oct. 18/46) • 2.2°C 
Mean ^.400
Precipitation 557,3mm
Max. Temp. (Oct. 17 & 18) 17.0'-’C 
Min. Temp. (Oct. 21)





Brought to you through the courtesy of
whiU manm
new and used ® sail and power o 
656-7286 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)


























































Attend The Church 
Of Your Choice 
This Weekend
as a matter of fact
Collecting taxes is one thing — 
when you put the arm on a 
property owner you have the 
weight of the state behind you — 
but collecting for the United Way 
is something else, as Ed LeClair is 
finding out.
by pat murphy
It’s been a learning experience for the municipal tax- 
collector who is in charge of the local United Way 
campaign and he has come up with some pretty definite 
conclusions. One is that areas like Sidney which are 
branches of the principal Greater Victoria drive, should 
be given more alitohomV and recognition and another is 
that the whole United Way campaign mechanism is a 
dehumanizing thing.
In support of the first conclusions he cites the case of 
lawyers, doctors and others who contribute to their own 
professional as.sociations which, in turn, give the money 
to the United Way drive headquarters in Victoria.
I Sidney is lost in the process. This happens in the case 
of many businesses which are branches of parent firms. 
In some cases the headquarters arc in Vancouver or 
elsewhere and, whatever is given is labelled with the 
name of the firm — given in the name of its employees 
but, nonetheless, totally submerged.
In LeClair’s opinion, and it seems a valid one, Sidney 
should get credit for what is given in Sidney. If a bank 
branch or a supermarket branch is in Sidney then the 
contributions of the people who work in that branch
should be a contribution from Sidney and not from the 
parent firm.
The commercial target in Sidney, incidentally, was 
about $1,100 and Le Clair says we are just about going 
to make it. There are more than 3(X) businesses in this 
town and, with a target of $1,100 that works out to less 
than $4 each — not a dangerous drain, one would think, 
on any business.
But business is this town is not generous. The target 
total would never have been reached had it not been for 
one contribution of $200 and about five of $50 each. 
Gift range from the remainder (those who gave, that is) 
was between $2 and $15.
It’s not a particularly original observation 1 gueiss, but 
the United Way is big business now and it suffers from 
the same dehumanizing characteristic that afflict all 
business when it deals with large gobs of money rather 
than people. The donor is a long way removed from the 
recipient and his charity and both the giver and the 
receiver are poorer by this fact .
The principal in any charitable operation, I would 
think, could be expressed in the proposition: “I need 
help and you have more than you need. So...you help 
me and we both gain thereby. 1 get what 1 need and you 
arc enriched by the giving.”
Somehow that doesn’t seem to fit into the United 
Way mechanism. It’s too much to expect that large 
amount of money could be raised for good causes by 
such a simple formula.
With elaborate public relations campaigns, direct 
mail drives, .sophisticated accounting procedures and 
teams of solicitors, it seems to get away from the simple, 
charitable precept.
1 can understand Ed LeClair’s disenchantment.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR


























10364 McDonald Park Rd







“Consider the Lilies” 

























9:45 a.m. - ; ] ;
BRENTWOOD;
7162 West Saanich Rd. 
11:15 a.m.
Boby Fold Provided












Pastor: M. Moore 
656-3544 656-2898
“With Christ at heart











Rev. W.M: Dobson 
652-3860
The fall scenson of 
programmes on “PcMiinsula 
Pioneers", with Mrs, Iku 
IJond, will begin on Cable 
Ten, Sidney on Thursday, 
Ociobcr 26 ill 7:30 p.m,
Because many viewers 
missed the original 
showings, a number of 
llic.se programmes will be 
seen again, along with some 
new (apings.
On Septemher ?.7lh. 
before Ibe take-over of 
•lames Island from 
Cuniulian Industries 
I imited by Its wbollv- 
owned sub-sidlary. Con­
tinental Explosives Umiied, 
a visit svar, made to the 
(idnnd by Mr, nod Mrs 
.lames Bond. It was tlicir 
first visit back in 15 years, 
followinp, closure of the 
vlllapc. when homes were 
demolished or removed,
Jim Btmd was the first 
child on Jamc.s Island after
C-l-L establislied llteir 
plant, and he and Mrs. 
Bond were the last residents 
to leave Jame.s Island.
Mike Stanlake lias 
leleyised reminiscences with 
old-timers, as well ns on 
location interviews and the 
first portion of this com­
mentary will begin on 
Thimsday, November 2, at 
7:30 p.m,
Tlie Provincial Archives 
have indicated that they 
would like these tapes 
regarding our pioneers for 
(heir permunei records, If 
you or your family have 
been in tltis area for up 
proximately 50 years and 
wnnld . like to he in 
(erviwed, please phone the 
Cable 10 office at 656-3111, 
giving name, address and 
phone ntimbcr of person to 
be coniacicd. It would be a 
permanent record of the 
achievements and hardships
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Enclosed is a letter which 
1 have sent to the Municipal 
Council of Central Saanich:
Pioneer Mr. Thompson 
has lived for many years in 
the municipality at .3191 
Martindale Road. He is 
pusliing for 99 years of age. 
Hartl work and exercise and 
a good sense including 
humour is Itis way of at­
taining 99 years of long life. 
The only exercise he gets 
these days is going down 
Martiiulalc Road lo Wolcli 
Road and up the hill and 
hack to bed once a day 
when iltc snn shines.
Whenever I sec Mr. 
Tliompson on the road I go 
to him and chat. He is fun 
to talk to and besides l am 
his only close neighbour on 
(lie road he went up and 
down on for generations. 
The oilter day he .said to 
me; “This road is bud, 
outright dangerous lo walk 
on, 1 don't know if 1 should 
dare to walk it anymore 
You think youcotikl take to 
someone on Council to see 
if they could fix this road?” 
Well, 1 sort of love the old 
guy and couldn’t say no, so 
I said: “I sure will tell them 
about it and ask tliem to fix 
it. Its true this road is barely 
six feet wide in places and 1 
bet is has more boles than 
paveincnt on it,"
So, dear Council, here 1 
conclude my promise to 
Mr. I hompsoii and ask you 
• should wc not try to lielp 
him to prolong his life by 
lettine him safelv svalk up 
and down on his roa<l?
Sincerely, 
Alexander 0.11. MtitDcl 




Council, at a meeting on 
October 14, rejected a 
petition to rezone 21 acres 
south of the 1300 block of 
Lands End Rd. from two- 
acre lots (as provided by the 
Community plan) to one- 
acre lots, The area consists 
of a wooded, steep hillside 
which was jiidped by the 
planner as tmsuiiable for 
such building, density.
Tlie Community Plan 
adopted last year after 
months of meetings and 
debates was not supposed 
to be modified for five 
years with certain specified 
cxcciitions.
The majority of the 
Council is to be com 
mended for rc.sisting 
.subsianiial prwsurcs and 
adhering to the plan for 
wliicb (lie people of North 
Saanich have shown ap 
proval in several public 
meetings. Yours Friily 
Yoiirs Truly 
(ieoM. Cnncllu 
1415 Lands End Rd.
U.U. HI
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Ibis letter pertains to 
land in the farmland ficc/c. 
Om government can find 
plenty of money available 
for now highway con­
struction, schools, hospitals 
and walermain expansion, 
or equal priority should 
he the prcsetv.uion of the 
fanner as well as the far 
inland. I consider that Bill 
42 was in inlciieiring piece 
of legislation but 
realistically it should have 
been I’ollowrd up bv 
measures to put farming 
back on its feet in this 
province. Protective tariffs, 
price supports and 
guarantees I inanciul 
assistance to develop or­
chards and vineyards.
irrigation systems, clearing 
and getting new land into 
production, crop insurance 
and financing. Low taxes 
on farmland.
Notliing has been done in 
Fact the prices that farmers 
arc getting now has fallen 
even farllier behind.
It is no wonder that there 
is .siicli imcn.sc pressure by 
people to get their land out 
loin the freeze.
1 believe iltat a grave 
injustice lias been done, It is 
lime that somctliing was 
done to make it riglit. Iftlie 
government is blind it is 







Open leilcr to Hugh 
Curtis:
Fun her to my letter on 
properly taxes and the 
excessive increases on iny 
shop properly, and your 
reply on Sept, 15, 1978, 1 
liave found yoiir answers to 
my questions totally 
inadequate and will con- 
limie to do everything in my 
power to remove from 
office tlie people Who arc 
mining the economy of this 
resonrcc-rich province by 
exploiting the taxpayers 
throngl) nncunirolk'd 
spending of out money 
not yours.
Why docs the piuvincial 
government need much 
higher revenue as a resull of 
a higlu,'!' assessment on 
property? I agree that lane 
values have gone up, hut 
that does not cniillc the 
government to cxhorhiiam 
increases m laxaijon. An 
increase in land value 
doesn’t mean an increase in
revenue from that land by 
the owner —-unUrss he .sells 
it — at which time he will he 
heavily taxed anyway.
There is no reason why 
the provincial government 
needs this abundance of 
capital supplied by recent 
increases niui your 
departmcnis have ndmiltcci 
there have been excessive 
over collections throughout 
the province.
'Ijrcrcfore, if land value 
goes up the assessment 
pcrcenlages sliould go down 
unlc.ss yon cun ju:4ify tlie 
need for this additional 
revenue.
Secondly, wc all know 
the economy relies on the 
working man for 
production and lire working 
man relies on industry for 
jobs, so how can you Justify 
a IS^/o levy on residential 
and, 25“/o on commercial 
land and 3t)% on indnsiiial 
manufacturing land.
A 3()'’/o assessment levy 
on commercial property 
used for industrial 
numufaciuring does not 
supply any inceiriivc for a 
Imsiness of any size • to 
either begin operations or 
continue them. It works 
instead as a deterrent and 
disc on rages small 
hnsinessmen lo go 
elsewhere.
It is the opinion of myself 
and the other small 
hnsinessmen I know that 
Ilic |ituviiiciiii guvcimiieiil 
should he encouraging 
business in this province not 
discouraging it.
Unless the provincial 
government takes a firm 
grip on the taxation 
problem and out ol control 
spL iuhng wiilunu laxpaycts 
aulliorization, it will be 
Continued on I’lige 5
Tuesday












7:30 p.m. Wciliicsilay 
Prayer
ALL ARP. WI-d.COME









NOW MEi riNG AT:
10469 Resthaven Dr. 




















OUR LADY or THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 IP, Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8:1)0 p.m, 
Sunday Mass 9',()0 a.m,
.S i: El l/ABETirs 
CHURCH
lOO.tO Thinl Si., Siiinev
Smulay Mass, s 10:15 
a III, 11:15 a 111,
Wcckilay M.issi's ');0i) 
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Anglican Church of Cnnodft
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Altar Guild Corporate 
Communion.
10:00 a.m. Choral 
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Sidney
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JeMis.\aiil "lam the 
Light of the Warht"
Rector:
Rev. Robert Saiisoin 
656-4H70 656-5322
PEACE LUTHERAN













































BEACON PLAZA MALL 
656-5421
WANTED TO RENT




ISLAND FURNITURE MART 
has:
KROEHLER Deep Tufted Highback 
SWiyEL ROCKERS - '199™
C&af Special I
STYLETOIE CLEANERS
9812-4th St. 2420 Beacon
656-2322 656-3226
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL WINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.






PERM SALE — V2 PRICE 
OH ALL PERMS FOR
THE MONTH OF OCTOBER
We shall be CLOSED 
SATURDAY, October 28.
Silver Threads In Review
HPILLSUJggn
EVERYONE WELCOME
at NORTH SAANICH 
FIRE HALL 
Oct. 31. 1978
Monday through Friday - p.m., film-s;
9 a.m. centre opens, games, bingo, 
cards, library, billiards, 
morning coffee, afternoon 
tea.
Monday - 10 a.m., Dance 
for Fun, billiards, quilting, 
decorator paints; noon, 
lunch; 1:30 p.m., ceramics;
1:30 p.m., swim club; 2
7:30 p.m.,
OLD AUSTINS belong to Brian Jones of McTavish Rd. 
who collects and reconditions them as a hobby. Brian, 27, 
has a real affection for old cars and has been working on 
them for 15 years.
Beta Sigma P/ii 
Plans 
Busy Year
A variety of activities is 
planned for the coming year 
by Psi Gamma Alpha 
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi 
in Sidney. The chapter 
meets twice monthly in 
members homes.
The 14 active members 
enjoy social get-togethers 
and cultural programs 
along , with their regular 
meetings. .
The chapter supports a 
foster child in Upper Volta, 
Africa. An invitation is 
extended to any Exemplar 
members-at-large to contact 
the Vice-President, Sandra 
Clements at 652-2993.
Tuesday - 9:30 a.m., 
lapidary; 10 a.m.,
Screanders Practice, 
painting; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m., whist, crochet, 
lapidary, painting; 7 p.m. 
games night.
Wednesday - 10 a.m., 
novelties and rug hooking; 
noon, hot dinner; 1 p.m., 
Mah-Joiyig; discussion 
group; 2 p.m., concert with 
Parklands Chorus; 7 p.m., 
band practice.
Thursday - 9:30 a.m., 
lapidary; 10 a.m., weaving, 
carpet bowling; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m., bridge; 1:30 
p.m., dressmaking; 7 p.m., 
lapidary, crib.
Friday - Fall Bazaar; 7 
p.m., evening cards.
Saturday and Sunday - 
open 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. for 
drop-ins; 1:30 p.m.. Silver 
Bells practice.
Deposits now^: for 
Hawaiian trip Feb. 20 - 
Mar. 7.
m. ISLE. WINDOWS
Factory & Show Rm.:










FRED BLANCHARD SR. 
Phone Anytime for Estimate
383-7128 or 656-4310
A Sidney Days meeting 
for anyone interested wilL 
be held on Wednesday, 
November 1, at 8:30 p.m. at 
the Sidney Hotel.
Purpose of this meeting is 
to hear a report of 1978 
Sidney Days, plans for 1979
Sidney Days Meeting
and to establish a Sidney 
Days Association 
responsible for continuity 
of the event. Charter 
memberships available.
Everyone involved with 
Sidney Days 1978 is asked 
to attend.
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FREEZER BEEF
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Continued from Page 4 
faced with a tax revolt that 
is growing hour by hour A 
revolt the government 
ignores by their lack of 
serious responses to letters 
such as mine.
The general public is not 
fooled by election promises 
any more and the lack of 
rcspon.se to the peoples 
needs at all levels of 
government will eventually 
lead to government con­
trolled by referendum. This 
will mean a large drop in 
government employees 
which will, hopefully, begin 
at the top of the ladder and 
work down instead of 
layoffs beginning at the 
bottom which, un- 
fort unalcly, is what always 
happens.
Mike Nunn 




A wolf met a spring lamb 
drinking al a stream, and 
said to her: “You arc the 
laamb iltat muddied this 









1 could not get or clean 
fresb drink 1 am resolved 
that this outrage shall not 
be enacted again this 
season. I am going to kill 
your.”
‘Just a moment!” said 
the lamb. “1 was not born 
last year, so it could not 
have been I.”
The wolf then pulled a 
number of other arguments 
as lo why the lamb should 
die, but in each case the 
lamb, pretty innocent that 
she was, easily proved 
herself guiltless. Well, well, 
said tlie wolf, “Bnough of 
argumcnl. You are right 
and I am wrong, but 1 am 
going to cat you anyhow 
because I am hungry 
“Stop!” cried a Intman 
voice; and a man came over 
tin: slope of tlic ravine.
"Vile lupine marnuderl 
You shall not kill that 
benuiiful and innocent 
lamb, for 1 shall save her” 
the wolf snarling. 
“Poor little lamb,'* 
continued our human hero 
“It is well Iltat I appeared 
when 1 did. It makes my 













Orders takon now 
finished Chrisfmas Trees, 
nativity scones, custom 
finishod gifts,
Wf huve u u»hhI sekcHoii of grst nwan: nliiH eml 
wlmleRHlc.
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
fright lo which you have 
been subjected — Come 
home with me.”
And tlic lamb frolicked 
about her new-found 
friend, gambolling as to the 
sound of a Wordsworthian 
tabor.
“...These vile and bloody 
wolves”, went on our hero, 
in honest -indignation. 
They must be cleared out of 
the country. The meads 
must be made safe for sheep 
And so, 
jollyng her along with the 
usual human hoknm, he led 
her to his home and tlie son- 
of-a-gun did not even blush 
when they passed the mint 
bed). Gently he cut her 
throat, all the while in­
veighing against the 
inhuman wolf, and tenderly 
lie cooked her ” mcliingly 
he ate Iter, and piously he 
said a grace, thanking his 
gods for their bountiful 
gifts lo him
And after dinner Itc sat 
with his pipe before the fire 
meditating on tlic bniiality 
of wolves and tite injustice 
of the innocent which 
allows them to harry pious 
innocent lambs mid 
wondering if he had not 
belter write to tlic paper 
for, as he said, for god's 
sake! Can't something he 
done about it?
VV.iiuhl Uin III iiilliiiy, imiiiiiy 6 li iiiiiiiihm >~«iII Iui it.uii.: i’“ j''
Island View Freezer Ltd,















'r h c undersigned 
wonders how each and 
every reader will consider it, 
Many of us object to 
killing, but never object lo







We liave just witnessed 
an action by North Saanich 
Council which should bring 
joy to all residents of the 
municipality. The decision 
taken by a majority of 
council upholds the 
community plan and zoning 
bylaw. And it might be 
said, withstands a rather 
vigorous and Icngtliy 
campaign to effect a major 
and ill advised deviation 
from the bylaws.
The property involved is 
on a steep hill, with wooded 
terrain, some heavily 
wooded, and with soil 
characteristics wihch make 
safe disposal of drain field 
cfntienl very Iffy at best.
U should be noted that 
the present community plan 
and zoning byluwys were 
recently enacted following a 
iworycnr period of research 
and public hearings -- all at 
a cost in excess of $50,000, 
The people of North 
Saanich can he very pleased 
with the voting record on 
this issue hy Alderman 
Lawrence Fast, Edgar 
Farthing, .lohn Lapham 
and Erie Sherwood. It 
seems that the inicgrlety of 
the planning niul zoning 





THE HOME y6u THOUGHT VbU C0UU)NYfifl^
New Single Family Homes in an attractive subdivision finished in 
the serenity of earth tone spriice complimented by these features:
®2 fireplaces 




-ii|prTv ■ , basement
•qualitycarpets
‘2,500 DOWN - EASY TERMS
OPEN DAILY
Calvin & Bowerbank Road, Sidney 
Cameo Developments Ltd.







LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD!I
CONGRATULATIONS HUGH!
from all of us at
CORNELL
A:
|10% OFF ALL Mayco products!
i..Frl. H)!(M).3!()0.Stt«, J









Hugh has attained the highest pinnacle in 
automobile sales by becoming a Grand Sales Master.
Com© on 111 to Cornoll GM and talk to Hugh 
about a now car - now truck - usod car or truck.
. CORNELL GM





announces the relocation ot her office 
to the
Professional Building
in the Royal Oak Centre
as of October 25, 1978
Suite 205 - 4475 Viewmont A ve. 
Victoria, B.C.
Telephone: 479-5112





from 7;30 p.m. '
65^-3541
Poached Solmon with 
Shrimp, and Mushroom Souco
Chof's Soup of tho Doy 
' Waddling Dog Salad
Roast Duckling a I'O range 
Chafeou Potatoes 





Are Regional Boards a 
fourth level of government 
jnwanted by the majority 
3f taxpayers?
Sidney Chamber of 
Commerce held an in­
formation meeting last 
Thursday evening at Sidney 
Travelodge to hear both 
ddes of the issue before 
they take an official stand 
an whether to back or 
appose Regional Boards.
The three Peninsula 
directors of the Capital 
region board and members 
of LATRAC (Landowners, 
Taxpayers and Citizens 
Rights Committee of B.C.) 
were there to supply in­
formation and answer 
iiuestions.
LATRAC was formed 
last spring in Mill Bay and 
its goal is abolition of 
Regional Boards.
Alderman Dave Hill, 
Central Saanich, Alderman 
.lerry Tregaskis, Sidney and 
Mayor George Westwood 
North Saanich, are the 
Peninsula directors at CRD 
-and they all favored 
regional boards.
Dave Hill spoke first and 
said that while he was not in 
favour of abolition of 
regional boards he was in 
favour of restructure.
Mr. Hill referred back to 
when regional boards were 
formed in 1965, saying: 
“Senior government 
agencies operated on an ad 
hoc basis before the for­
mation of Regional Boards. 
They independently 
governed our water supply, 
sewers, garbage disposal, 
hospitals and other services 
that transcended municipal 
boundaries and respon 
sibilities.”
. Lack of Planning 
This resulted in erosion 
of our unique environment 
by lack of planning,
Food ^iijing^^Fgpm
SERVING SUPERB'-BRITISH CUISINE 
Open Seven Davs A Week 
RESERVATIONS RF'CCMMENDED
: Dining Lounge
BRITISH^ PI ANO & DANCING V 
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING 
FAMILY BUFFET 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M,
COFFEESHOP 
OPEN 9 TO 9 DAILY 
AMERICAN EXPRESS * MASTERCHARGE • CHARGEX
PATRICIA BAY HIGHWAY AT 
MT. NEWrON CTIOSSROAD 
SAANlCirrON . PHONE 652-1146






9773 Fifth SI, 
Sidney
Will adjust and service 
your equipment to assure 
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pollution and high service 
cost. Hill added.
Gist of his argument 
seemed to be that the 
Capital Regional Board was 
doing a good job of 
carrying out these regional 
services and it was 
preferable to have it done 
by municipal represen- 
tataives rather than 
anonymous government 
agencies as was the case 
before 1966.
“The CRD is a vehicle to 
attract industry, and
cmploym,cnt, take care of 
essential services, and 
recreation, maintain a 




"The CRD is the only 
rca.sonablc co-ordinator of 
the.se goals,’’ he added.
Mayor Westwood and 
Alderman Tregaskis 
supported Hill’s stance in 
their presentations, 
referring to specific 
examples within their 
municipalities.
Mr. Westwood spoke of 
the Panorama Leisure 
Centre and how it was a 
recreation facility to be 
proud of. “It never would 
have been built if it wasn’t 
for the CRD coming in to 
organize a referendum and 
get the project off the 
ground,’’ the North 
Saanich Mayor said.
Problem Solved 
“Look at the water 
problem” Westwood said, 
“people on the Peninsula 
have been discussing water 
and how they’re going to 
get it since 1919. The CRD 
formed the water; com-- 
mission in 1977 and now it 
looks like the problem is 
solved.”
Mayor Westwood took a 
shot at LATRAC, noting 
most of the representatives 
were from- the Western 
Community (Colwood, 
Langford, ;Metchosin): 
“They’lf be able to snipe at 
their own ^ council after; 
incorporation, ‘ rather than 
the CRD having to fight 
with the boys from Bilston 
C f e e k Improvement
/-District)./-''
Sidney Alderman Jerry 
Tregaskis said he believes in 
regionalism because small 
municipalities cannot 
operate = effectively as 
isolated units.
Mr. Tregaskis also at­
tacked LATRAC
representatives from the 
Western Community saying 
they want the atmosphere 
and benefits of a rural 
community along with big 
city amenities.
Joe Pullen, a director of 
Nanaimo Regional District 
and also vice-pre.sidcnt of 
LATRAC, made the I 
LATRAC presentation. 
Mr. Pullen ran a successful 
campaign for Regional 
Board Director with a 
platform of Regional Board 
abolition.
Buck Door
Mr. Pullen charged that 
W.A.C. Bennett introduced 
regional boards through the 
btick door lo deal with 
hospital services and began 
the concept of people 
control. “If you control 
land, you control people,” 
Pullen said. “I’ve been at 
regional board incclings 
where people, hud heart 
attacks,” Pullen said,
Pullen says that people 
moved into rural areas to 
gel away from tight 
municipal controls hut 
regional boards followed 
them there and instituted 
more controls than before.
“Oh darling. I’ll meet 
you tonight in area 0,” 
Pullen said, “when It used 
lo be I’il meet you under the 
old clock tower.”
l‘ullen says the battle 
against regional boards Is a 
life and death issue and 
charged that if the Social 
Credit government doesn’t 
abolish regional boards
then regional boards will 
abolish the provincial 
government.
The colourful Joe Pullen 
summed up his position 
making a parody on a 
quotation from William 
Shakespeare: “I’ve come to 
bury regional boards not to 
praise them.”
Clarify Issue
In the question period 
following the presentations, 
Sidney businessmen asked 
questions in an attempt to 
clarify the issue but the 
questions often sparked 
debate between LATRAC 
and CRD representatives.
A revealing question was 
what CRD’s budget is for 
1978.
Frank Heinrich jumped 
up figures in hand, saying: 
“CRD’s budget for 78 is 
$19 million with 475 per­
manent jobs and 119 part- 
time.”
“The municipalities foot 
the bill,” he .said. CRD 
simply sends a recquisition 
to councils and they have 
no control over what 
regional boards spend.
Mayor Westwood refuted 
these ballpark budget 
figures as totally 
misleading.
“When you consider 
entire budgets you include 
interest and debt on huge 
capital expenditures for 
projects like recreation 
centres, sewage disposal 
facilities and water 
pipelines,” Westwood says,
“all of which are un 
dertaken on public request 
or by directive.”
Mr. Westwood gave the 
three operational 
recquisitions for CRD as 
separate from the entire 
government recquisition. 
Sidney’s full recquisition 
was $776,150 with $9,180 
operating costs for CRD; 
North Saanich $442,238 full 
recquisition and $11,153 
CRD; Central Saanich 
$585,179 full recquisition, 
$13,485 CRD.
Don Sfansall, another 
visitor from the Western 
COnirhunity and organizer 
of Project T.O.M. (Tax­
payers Gn the March), 
bemoaned the fact that he 
was inventor, had invented 
a Starisall lift ( a machine to 
put drywall on ceilings( but 
was forbidden by CRD to 
implement it on his land 
because his four acres is in 
the Agricultural Land 
Reserve.
“Don! You produce food 
on your four acres so we 
can eat and you can star­
ve!” is Stanall’s rationale 
of CRD’s position.
Pullen jumped to his feet 
in support and cited similar 
examples from NRD: “1 
know three similar cases 
myself,” he said, “the 
backbone of the nation 
small inventors and 
businessmen — can’t do 
what they want on their 
land because it’s in the 
ALR, Rock piles and gravel 
pits arc in the ALR!”
Main Points
And this was what stood 
out as the main points 
LATRAC says regional 
boards are violating our 
basic rights of free en 
lerprisc, are on an iin- 
eont Tollable power trip, 
growing annually as they 
acquire more services to
control and have created a 
fourth level of government 
which is unnecessary 
because it only strips 
legitimate areas of control 
from both municipal and 
provincial authorities.
CRD representatives say: 
regional boards serve a 
useful function bridging 
municipalities to serve the 
region in the most efficient
manner. They cited many 
examples.
The Sidney Chamber of 
Commerce will now discuss 
and .study the presentations 
and questions at its next 
executive committee 
meeting and put to vote a 
resolution to support or 
oppose regional boards at 





Watchmakers - Gord Smiths - Diamond Brokers - 
Professional Repair Services -
Wednesday, October 25, 1978
Anglican Priest 
Has Colorful Life
Twenty-six members of 
the Anglican Men’s Club 
Parish of North Saanich, 
met at St. Andrew’s Church 
on Thursday, for Holy 
Communion followed by 
breakfast in the parish hall. 
New member Len Cusden 
was welcomed. Speaker was 
Rev, Colin Campbell who 
told the story of his life.
Born in Los Angeles on 
St. Patrick’s Day, he was 
“raised as British as the 
Union Jack”. His parents 
brought him to Victoria, 
B.C., every summer. His 
maternal grandfather was 
captain of the old “Princess 
Louise”.
In 1949 he went to 
Vancouver to join the 
Merchant • Navy but was 
unable to pass the eyesight 
test; tried the U.S. Mer­
chant Marine school and 
was passed without dif­
ficulty. In ’53 he tran­
sferred to the U.S. Navy as 
a midshipman.
On the battleship 
“F.D.R.” which was too 
wide to navigate the 
Panama Canal, he rounded 
the Horn. .
It was in Japan that “the 
Lord laid His .hands on 
me”, he said? and he 
decided to follow two 
uncles into the church. He 
entered seminary in San 
Francisco., graduating in 
1960. He came to Victoria 
and met Canon George 
Biddle, who asked him to 
be his assistant. This was 
just after the destruction by 
fire of St. John’s Church
and the task of rebuilding 
svas formidable.
Later he spent two years 
as a chaplain in the New 
Zealand navy, but did not 
find opportunity for the 
depth of pastoral work he 
craved.
“They did not waiit me 
lo talk about the Lord. 
They wanted me to talk 
about booze and girls”, he 
said. He took charge of the 
parish of Petersham, 
Australia “to be civilised 
again” as his, bishop told 
him.
After further
hospitalization, he returned 
to the U.S. and took a little 
mission parish in Wyoming, 
from which he found his 
way back to Greater 
Victoria.
COAT SPECIAL!





A visit from British Columbia Development Corporation
The Business Assistance Division of the British 
Columbia Development Corporation invites secondary 
manufacturing, processing and other businesses to 
discuss their financing needs with their representative 
who will be visiting your area on the following dates:
VICTORIA VISIT
October 26th from 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Mr. L. G. Baird, Business Assistance Division, will be at 
the Executive House. Telephone: 388-5111.
For appointment phone: Vancouver, 689-8411 (Collect)
Or write:
Business Assistance Division
British Columbia Development Corporation
272 Granville Square
200 Granville Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1S4
CARNATION
COFFEE MATE 18 OZ.
MAZOLA I'UUE
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4 issues • mailed postage paid 
any where in the world 
SPECIAL BONGS: 
with each subscription comes the 
1979 calendar diary • memo space 
for every day • 13 colour photographs 
The Christmas gift that keeps 
on giving ail year round
# Scad remittance to;
# Beautiful British Columbia Magazine 
Parliament Buildings. Victoria. B.C. V8V 1X4
PLEASE PRINT
for subscriptions. 
Enter my own subscription 
Send gift sub.scripUons to (gift list, attached);
enclose
MY NAME (MR. MRS, MISS)
ADDRESS
CITY / TOWN, PROVINCE / STATE,
COUNTRY, POSTAL CODE
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eninsula Sports in Revie
J
Peninsula Flyers Soar To Victory Over Sooke
Division 3C Peninsula 
Flyers extended their un­
beaten streak to three 
games with an impressive 4- 
0 victory over Sooke 
Checkers Sunday.
■lohn Sampson paced the 
Flyers with two goals, 
I'ollowcd by Rob Riley and 
Neil Hilchin. Riley also 
picked up two assists and 
Ian Dunn had one.
The coach attributed the 
victory to team effort and 
good defensive work. 
Goalie Blair Hitchens was 
particularly outstanding, 
kicking out 10 shots to 
chalk up a .shutout.
ched teams and was the 
Warriors’ best display of 
teamwork in the young 
season.
* * ♦
Div. 5D Peninsula 
Thunderbirds spread their 
wings and smothered Sooke 
Forest Products 5-0.
Peninsula displayed
excellent team work. The 
offence .scored five goals 
and the defence held tight 
and gave Sooke few op­
portunities.
Peter Dcncar led 
Peninsula with two goals 
with singles going to Lew 
Golden, Kenny Neal and 
.lason Krop.
Div. 9. Peninsula Kickers 
put up a good effort and 
held the advantage in play 
even though they dropped a 
narrow 1-0 decision to 
Gorge Buccaneers.
Heath Emerson and John 
McCartney turned in good 
performances in the lo.sing 
cause.
Injuries Weaken Hockey Teams
Div. IB Peninsula 
Trojans collected their first 
victory of the young season, 
topping Bays United 
Rowdies 3-1 Sunday.
The fast-paced game 
witnessed fast action at 
both ends of the field but 
no goals were scored in the 
first half.
Peninsula scored two 
quick goals early in the 
second half and forced the 
Rowdies to play catch-up 
soccer. The Rowdies 
connected midway through 
the second and then applied 
pressure to get the 
equalizer. Peninsula goalie 
Danny Barney made some 
good saves and thanked his 
friends the goal posts on 
two occasions.
Trojan’s defence played 
well throughout and Perry 
Prince put the game out of 
reach with a goal in the 
dying second. ; ‘
Peninsula’s other goals 
were scored by Guy Hunter 
and Pat Stetchman. Barry 
Coates and Wendell 
Clanton played well in mid- 
field stifling the Rowdies ] 
attempts to tie the score.
* ♦ ♦
Div. 8 Peninsula 
Warriors blanked Evening 
Optimists Spitfires 1-0 
Saturday.
L. Phillips scored the 
lone goal for Peninsula but 
it was all they needed for 
the victory.
It was an exciting match 
between two evenly mat-
PENINSULA TROJANS narrowly missed 
scoring on this opportunity as ball went 
through Bays United goaltender’s hands and
thecarried right across 
without being tipped in 
players.






playing in Division 1 
Victoria' and District Girls
Mrs.
elected
Irene Clarke was 
captain of the 
Ardmore Golf Club Ladies 
Section at the annual 
meeting held recently at the 
home of Miss Tommy 
Elmsley.
Other officers; Vice- 
Captain, Mrs. Doreen 
. McMynn; Secretary- 
Treasurer, Mrs. Gladys 
Black; Rules Chairman, 
Mrs.;; Ethel Williams; 
Handicap Chairman, Mrs. 
Shorty Smith; Election 
Chairman, Miss Tommy 
Elmsley; Nine-Hole 
Chairman, Mrs. Joyce 
Jackson; Social Convenor,
Fall Bazaar
St. Stephens Anglican 
Church Women will hold a 
Fall Bazaar and Tea at St. 
Stephens Hall, St. Stephens 
Road off Mount Newton X 
Road in Saanichton from 2 
to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, 
October 28th.
Bowling News In Review
Mrs. Erma Carter; Sick and 
Visiting, Mrs. Rose Creak; 
New Members, Mrs. 
Mildred Tupper; Publicity, 
Mrs. Mabel Slow.
Retiring Captain Mrs. 
Beth Harmon conducted 
the meeting. She 
congratulated Mrs. Midge 
Cole and Mrs. Tommy 
El ms ley, runners-up to the 
Victoria Ladies Two-Ball 
Foursome championship 
held recently.
Lunch was served to the 








Sidney Imperial Building 
Materials notched their first 
victory of the season, 
edging UVic 2-1 Sunday 
afternoon.
Russ Norberry and Dan 
Margetts scored the goals 
for Sidney IBM who have 
scored one victory and one 
tie along with their four 
losses this season.
The team competes in 
senior division 4 com­
petition and next Sunday 
host Chez Pierrre at 2:15 
p.m. at Parklands.
Soccer Association, scored 
a 3-1 victory over 
Claremont Spartanettes in a 
home game Saturday.
By A L CROSS 
With three weeks ot 
league play completed some 
of teams are being 
weakened by injuries. Play 
has been quite “physical” 
at times with the referee’s 
standing firm and calling 
penalties when play got out 
hand. On a lighter note 
Sidney Freight remains 
undefeated chalking up two 
more impressive wins this 
week, one being the first 
hut-out to be recorded and 
that was by Randy Smith.
Oel. 16 Sidney Freight - 5 
— Bob Whyte 0
Witli a fine display by 
both goalies, Randy Smith 
for Sidney Freight and 
Mike Pierrard of Bob 
Whyte, the two teams 
fought to a scoreless first 
period. But Sidney Freight 
was not to be held for long 
and, four minutes into the 
second period, Terry Short 
sparked his team on to five 
unan.swered goals all singles 
by Rob Smith, Tom 
Brooks, Jim Humphries 
and Bill McKay who also 
got two a.ssists.
Oct. 17 - Shoreline 6 — 
Sidney Hotel 5
In an up-and-down 
struggle both teams traded 
goals for most of the game, 
each team getting three in 
the first and one in the 
second period. Sidney 
Hotel held an early lead 
getting two goals in the first 
three minutes .scored by 
Rick Farrant and Ron 
Tyler. Ron continued 
scoring for Hotel getting
one goal in each of three 
peiiocls. Shoreline came 
back with goals by Perry 
Etheir, Don Gowan and 
Ken Norbury. With 50 
seconds left in the first 
period. Bob Gordon scored 
lo tic it up. Both teams 
picked up goals in the 
second, Doug Cooke for 
Shoreline and Ron Tyler of 
Hotel. In the third Shorline 
again went ahead on a goal 
by Derek Allan followed by 
Doug Cooke’s second goal. 
Sidney Hotel’s Ron Tyler 
got his third to end the 
scoring.
Oct. 18-Bob Whyte 3 — 
Travelodge 2
Bob Whyte’s goal tender, 
Mike Pierrard had an 
excellent night keeping 
Travelodge off the 
scoreshcct until late in the 
third period. After 12 
minutes of play in the 
second Reed Pumple won 
the face-off to set up Ken 
Glover who slammed home 
the puck. Also scoring 
una.ssistcd goals after fine 
rushes were Miles Morrison 
and Murry Inkster. 
Travelodge fought back in
the third with two goals by 
Ken Poskell assisted by 
Brian Cowerd. Then, with 
just over one minute left to 
|)lay, goal lender Brian Salt 
was pulled for the extra 
forward and Mike Pierrard 
turned away all the shots 
Travelodge could muster. It 
was an exciting game where 
not one fan left till the final 
second.
Oct. 19 - Sidney Freight 5 
— Shoreline 2
Fa.st skating left winger 
Alvin Miller led Sidney 
Freight to a second win of
the week scoring 2 great 
goals, after earlier getting a 
tooth knocked out hy a 
careless high stick. Also 
scoring for Sidney Freight, 
Kerry Lewis, Tim K at Ison 
atid Dave Sptulitig. Derek 
Allan had ;i fine game 
gettitig both goiils for 
Shoreline and just missing 
I'.is third getting two clean 
break-aways, but the 
league-leading goal tender 
lot ’ Sidttey Freight Rick 
Bains was ei|ual to the task 




a tough time last week, 
dropping their last game of 
the season 5-0 to Vic High 
and losing 4-1 to Belmont in 
the first game of Division 2 
playoffs.
In the season final on 
October 17, Claremont 
stayed alive in the. first half 
and trailed 1-0 al the mid 
game mark. Vic High 
poured it on in the final 
half, however, striking for 
four unanswered goals.
Friday, Claremont 
opened post-season play 
against Belmont with a 
discouraging 4-1 loss. A 
Hammich scored the lone 
goal for the Spartans.
Claremont continuc.s 
playoff action when they 
host Parklands on Friday 
afternoon.
Other teams in the 




The Spartanettes scored 
finst on a well-taken penalty 
shot by Mona Mclvor. 
Peninsula tied it up on a 
goal by Lillian DePaoli to 
end the firsthalf 1-1.
SAANICH PENINSULA MINOR HOCKEY 
ASSOCIATION




GOALS TOTAL I 
T FOR AG AI NST POINTS]
In the second half, the 
Cardinals; pressed con­
tinually and went ahead on 
a goal by Sue Dorman. Sue 
was in position to tap in a 
partially blocked shot by Lil 
DePaoli.
Lil scored the third 
Cardina goal on her ex­
teammates on a breakaway. 





The Big Six intermediate 
Hockey League will play 
five league games in the 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
over the winter.
The first game will be 
played October 28 at 8 
p.m., featuring the Duncan 
Silver Park Blades against 
Western Home Buckaroos.
All children who are 
members of Peninsula 
Minor Hockey Association 
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By LYALL RIDDELL
The Bowling Clinic heid 
at the Miracle Lanc.s by Mr. 
Bert Hill from the CFPBA 
(Vancouver) on Saturday 
morning was well attended 
and informative. For 
howlers who missed him, 
he'll be back. To those who 
aiietuled, thank you for 
making it a success,
Tiies. Commrrcinl - 
Triples - Ken Neal, 752, 
Barb l.iimatta, 285.
Tliiirs. CoinmcrcinI -
Triples, Ed Osiachowicz, 
801, Myrnia Jones, 786, 
Armand Lerotix, 712, Mike 
Dixon, 704. Singles - Myrna 
Jones, 316, Ray l.eroux, 
288, Maurice Burton, 285.
Golilcn Ak« llowlcnt 
Bert Uoslier, 273.
R. CDN. Legion m 
Triples Truman Green, 
707, Art Ring, 700, 
Dorothy Toller, 639 
Singles - Bus Bcmicstcr 
293. Derick Rolph, 272.
Mermaids (Ladies) 
Triplics - Linda Wood, 643, 
B. Mathews, 659, Singles - 
,1. Armour, 280, M. Isdahl, 




An evening of fashions 
by W & J Wiison Ltd. will 
be held on Friday, 
November 3 al 8 p.m. in the 
Empress Hotel Ballroom 
with members of the 
Symphony Board and 
Women’!! Committee,
Reginald Stone will 
provide the music and 
hairstyles will be by 
Audrey's Coiffures. Dessert 
and coffee will be included 
in the ticket price of $5.00 
and there will be door prizes 
and a no*host bar.
Tickets may be obtained 
rrom W & J Wilson Ltd., 
Symphony Office, mem­
bers of the board anti 
women's committee and at 
the door.
Claremont girls 
volleyball team played an 
exciting match against 
Lambrick Park, dropping 
the first and third games 9- 
15, and 13-15 and winning 
the second 15.3.
Mona Mclvor played well 
in the setting position and 
contributed offensively and 
defensively roles. Ingrid 
Rost and Alix Peden were 
excellent spikers.
After thra.shing l.am- 
brick in the second game, 
Claremont trailed by seven 
points before storming back 
to lose by only two points,
Claremont is in third 
place in the 12 team league, 
trailing Vic High and 
Spectrum. Coach Rae 
Reynolds says she hopes to 
finish in the top six which 
would guarantee Claremont 
a berth in the lower Island 
playoffs, scheduled for 
November 8ih lo Kith.
The top five teams from 
the lower Island lour- 
narnent will enter the Island 
Tournament on November 
17 and 18 in Albernl.
Claremont plays 
Esquimau at home on 
Monday October 30. Girls 
play at 7 p.m. and the boys 
at 8:15, Admission is free.
DOWN THE STRETCH is un exciting moment Tor racing lun.s clutching Hoeing takes place four times a week: Monday, Wetlncsclay, Friday and 



















a REPAIR WORK 
ON THE SAANICH PENINSULA
CALL




393 - 2453 BEACON AVE.
61)64241
ATTENTION PLEASE
FOR SUPER BARGAINS IN 
LADIES OUAlirV ClOrH/NG 
VISIT ROY’S IN SIDNEY DURING 
THEIR ANNIVERSARY 
WEEK-NOV. to NOV. 11 
ROY IMPORTS
SIDNEY STORE




is moving to now ofllcos In Stadacona Conlro, offoctivo
Octobor30,1978
Plooso Bond all account paymonta and olhdr 
corroapondoncoto: ^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^
LITTLETON LAWSON ASSOCIATES INC. 
1524 FONT STREET, VICTORIA, B.C. VfiS BJ2
Our now tolophono number Is 59B-42,'i4 
(offoclivo Ool. 30,1078) Thank-youl
■











Go sailing without worrying 
about house maintenance, 
etc. Roomy one bedroom 
suite in excellent condition. 
$29,750.
SHAWNIGAN LAKE 
80x115 lot on water mains, 
ready for building. Located 
in country club, sandy 
beach, swimming, boating, 
tennis, golf, $14,900.
MELODY PLACE 
Vi ac., of treed land on 
Willis Point. All new 
homes. Melody price only 
$18,900.
DEEP COVE
Distinguished 3 or 4 bdrms, 
executive home on Yi ac. of. 
park land. Economic zone 
controlled hot water heat. 
Full price only $89,000. 
Buying or Selling 
CailK.DROST 
656-4000 or 656-2427
FOR ALL YOUR 




Res. 656-2023 or 
656-6151
SIDNEY REALTY LTD. 
SIDNEY COURT 
V $41 ,soo; y
vlf you are considering a 
' tow nhouse here in Sidney 
Then read on. We have for 




Do you want lo run your 
own business? Put your 
ideas to work for you. Busy 
wool and fabric shop for 
sale in good location. For 




No it is not a condo but it is 
priced to sell. You do get a 
full size lot and an ideal 




T ;; AGENCIES :
2481 Beacon 6%-3951 
■ REAL ESTATE 
■ INSURANCE ;;
available. Located on 3rd i
"''
;,St. a comfortable walk 
from Beacon Ave. this unit' 
offers 3.bedrooms,.2 baths,
^ living and dining rooms. 
And a storage area; There 
are sea glimpses from the 
upstairs plus a garden area 
. off the living room. One 
pa'rking Space is provided 
with plenty of guest parking 
close at hand. This im­
maculate unit must be sold.
SPLIT-LEVEL
$56,900
This 4-level split home has 
to be sold. Located at the 
end of a cul de sac the 
accommodation includes 4! 
bedrooms, 2 baths, built-in 
stove, oven and compactor, 
fireplace in living room, ' 
country style rec. room etc., 
etc. The rear yard is fenced 
and has the footings in for a 
garage and workshop. For 
more information please | 
call:
Jolm Bruce Bun.: 656-3928 
Res.: 656-2023 or 656-6151
Jim Jones 656-4597




North Saanich - 80 ft. x 177 
ft. Lot close to Rec. Centre. 
MLS; $22,500.
COMMERCIAL 
Prime Beacon Ave. 
location. Modern building 
approxC 38^ sq. ft. plus 
6000 2sq. ': ft.K parking; A 
unique.; property providing; 
many bitsine-ss opportunity 
":options.-';:\'
T;;;, 2177malavitw.;,:. ;
Older 2 bedroom cottage 
situated a good distance 
from the road to provide 





Builder of your future 
HOMES from $45,000.00 - 
featuring - 
•Thermo Windows 
•8'/2” insulation in ceiling 
•5 year insured Warranty 
•or will build custom 
Ask us about purchasers 
participation plan or if your 
thinking of moving to a 
smaller house.

















Mac's, spartan, oldfield Orchards, 
6206Oldfield Rd. 652-tOlO. 41-4
QUALITY WOOLLEN yarns, personal 
service, gift certificates end gor- 
monts mode to order at Kobe's 
Woolcraf ts. 9940 - 5th St. 656-2276.
41 -tf____________________________
REFLECTIONS: Nearly New Shop. 
2448 B Beacon Ave., Alley behind 
Beacon Barber. Nearly new clothing 
for the entire family. 25-tf
100 SINGLE GLAZED ALUMIMUN 
WINDOWS, si/os 2ft. x 2 It. 6 tnchos.
■> 10 It X 3 It 6 i«Khos. PiKod from 
SB 1^1 Id S25 00. 656-6656 1 5 11
1972 SUZUKI TSOO” 14000 miloT.
Windshield, groat shape. $550 . 656- 
5916or656-n51. 43-1
OLDER MASONRisch Piano. Excellent 
condition and good tone. $800. Phono 
656-2477.. 43-1
ENTERPRISE OIL RANGE: 65 gal. tank 
and stand, $100. Good condition. 652- 
1885.^ 43-1
PORTABLE WASHER-DRYER kitchen 
lobke and chairs; telephone table. 
All good condition. Phone 656-2173. 
43-1 ________________ __
GARBAGE BURNER with water 
jacket. A-TCondition.$100. 652-3375.
43-1
PLATFORM ROCKER: couch, bTw
T.V.; kitchen table end cobindt; book 
cose; child's table and dresser. Phone 
before noon. 656-6340. 43-1
STOVE: electric. As new. $100. 
Genuine Bargain for quick sole. 652- 
4854. ' 43-1
ONE FREE MALE KITTEN would.like a 
good home. 656-6317. 43-1
MOBILE HOME. Furnished. 68 x T2
Bendix.^ $16,500. #2-9026 'West








“Vancouver Island’s most 




6459 Patricia Bay 
Hwy. 652-3941
lilllllllllllliliillllllllllUlllillillillllllL
FREE TO GOOD HOME: large family 
mutt (Bugle). Sometimes night watch 
dog at Rec. Centre. 656-3275, . 43-1
FIVE YEAR OLD thoroughbred 
gelding. May be seen Born 5. Son- 











Purolinsc this thrilling 
four acre Colonial Beauty. 
I'cimircs include fertile soil, 
fenced fields, expandable 
garage/workshop with 220 
amp. electrical service, If 
you want a circular 
blacktop drive, brick 
gateposts, and five 
bedrooms for relaxation, 
here it is, Lots of room for 
a good size family. The 
home also features dor­
mers, a huge country 
kitchen and n hcntilator 
fireplace. Make tlic best 
wine from your own fruit 
trees and fresh clear water 
from the drilled well. The 
home is locnied only 10 
minutes from ilic B.C. 
herries and the Airport and 
just 25 minutes from 
Victoria City Centre. This is 
truly an excellent op- 
portuttity for anyone who 
desires good living. And it 
v.in »1! be yours for n 
modest $147,500.1'inancing 
open at competitive rates. 
Time waits for no-one. 










3 bedrooms, full basement, 
2 fireplaces. Easy access to 
100’ of beach. It’s the best 
waterfront buy wc know of 
- owner requires casli to 
purchase business.






One, bedroom condo tliird 
floor with elevator service 
and controlled L'ninineo. 
Immaculate cohdiilon. 







Unusiiul design with many 
quality features. Thermal 
windowij, forced air electric 
Heat, quality carpets, post 
and beam construction, 
cedar panelling, high 
beamed ceilings. Two 
bedrooms, large den, large 
living/Dining room, 
laundry room off kiteben. 
Piopcity borders on Gicen 
Ikll Reserve. Listed 
$71,5(X).
, HEN Ri 
BILL MOSHER 
652-2868 656-5584
MARYLAND ' ' 
(IrouiHl level entry .3 
bedroom cedar front 
bungalow, partly developed 
basement, nicelv land­




Sat. Oct. 28,1978 
1:30 P.M. to 4:00 P.M.
10378 Patricia Place 
$56,500
Price reduced, owner 
moving. MUST SELL. 
This Sidney beauty is on a 
quiet cul-de-sac close to 
schools and marinas 
featuring 3 bedrooms, ■ 2 
baths, fireplace, v fdU 
bascrrienl:; and large I 
beauti ful : landsca ped loL! 
storage shed included..yievV 






COTTACE BY THE SEA: wcIrH tlio 
toii,o t:nH 3 hc.ili<.i,ni no, I 
loun.lfilin:: hnii'-n with F.P. asking 
'S'llI.r.OO, Diivn iiy Fiisl Si.
Sfln.'y Ihi-n ph.ir.i* ..svnni at 656*,
-1 "IS 1.11 n|.|ininiini 'nl *n snn inside, 
i'll__________
TWO LOTS, in Sidney, on quiel cul-de-
sac. 50 tl. X 146 It, $19,500 each. 656- 
2638. 40-tt
2224 DRAOrORDi 3 bedrooms, 1 vl
baths; vacuum system, smoke 
doloclors, double windows, tree 
house, compor sized cor port. 




Older 2 bedroom homo. One block 
from downtown, Redecorated, 
olociric heal. Appliances Included. 
Open house Solurdoy, Sunday 1 lo 4 
p.rn. 9841 Resthaven Dr, 656'6523.
4 2.2 ,
BY OWNERi 3 bedroom Bungalow 
$41,400 Nice corner lot near water, 
schools, shopping. Two carports, 
shed/workshop. A well moinlolnod 
bargain. See It ol 2286 Amelia ond 
coll 656-7184 lot/low, 43-1
TWO AOJOINIMO rmmmorcTolly
toned lots within one block Boocon 
Ave, $42,500, oocb or $80,000 lor 
bolh, Rhone 656-541 1, 43-11
lEVIl BUILDINW LOT. Quiet' oreo,
BeoiilKul s«o view, 60 x 112 It, 656-
- '<-'>• I
$76,900 WeBiTEi""RlACEl Sidney, 
Ihtee bodrogms, (on-sullo master 
iHidroom), lorg* llvlng-dlnlno or*"- 
compltoly llnlshed rumpus loom, 
large bedroom, lull bnihioom down 
ilolri. fenced bochyurd, double 
car|xjrl, Irull trees, hot woler heal, 
Ihoiitiopoiie glass Ihroughoul, 
lnl*rcor(i, radio. Never point ex. 
lorlor. Phonii 656-4574, 43-3
SAANICH ORCHARDS — We still hove 
o good supply of apples. Open doily. 
652-2009. . 43-11
HEAVY DUTY UTILITY trailer. Phone 
656-3848. ’ ‘43-1
FREE TO GOOD HOME live year old 
mole Golden Retriever -X. He needs 
and loves company and very gentle 
His lemily hove moved to Hawaii 
Phone.656-4879 or see him 10070 
, FillhSl. 43-1
GIBSON J4S. 1963 Vintage. Six string 
acoustic Schoeler.Tuning Heads. Hard 
Shell leather cose. $550. O.B.O 
Phone Murray before 6 p.m. 656-6266 
9805A Fourth St., above Roy & Betty's 
Fish and Chips. . ; ;; 43-l
Irwin Itidnslries Ltd.
ini l» < onliniiiuis guMois ( low









DOORS! B.C.'s Lowest Prices! Pre­
hung Interior, $14.90; pre-hung 
Exterior, $37.00; Fancy doors, $49.00: 
huge stock. Wolker's. Phone 266- 
7211. 1366 S.W. Marine Drive.
Vancouver. V6P 5Z9. 40-4
SI dNEY ROTOVATING. 50 im-1. 
Rotovator. Prompt courteous servko, 
656-1748. - ' tl
MiiL mmi
GOOD USED RECORDS, especiolly old 
45s for personal collection. 474-1071 
around suDper time. 29-tf
SAFE T RYDER: baby cor seat. 
656-7178.: 43-1
WOBK WUTED
HELP GREENPEACE HELP“I! Sellers 
urgently needed for the Greonpooce, 
Go Anywhere' lottery. Moke money! 
Save life! 2108 West 4th Ave.. 
Vancouver. V6K 1N6. 39-tf
FSESONALS
THE WINNER OF THE $50.00 bill 
rallied by the Volunteer slell ot the 
Saanich Poninsulo Hospital, was Mrs. 
Dorothy Huybelomo. ticket number 
3341. 43-1
50 Years Ago New Ferry 
Run Commenced From 
Sidney To Steveston
ROOM AND BOARD: female, non 
smoker. Coll before 2:30 p.rn. 652- 
1253. 43-1
EARS PIERCED: stainless steel studs. 
Phono 656-5403'. IB-tf
FREE KNITTING LESSONS continue 
throughout Foil. Kobe's Wooicrofts. 
9940-5th St. 656-2276. 38-tf
MORTGAGE LOANS promptly 
arranged anywhere in B.C. Infor­
mation and references on reques . J. 
D. Phillips Capitol Corporation, 10673 
King George Highway. Surrey, B.C. 
V3T 2X6. Phone 588-0411 days or 585- 
1603 evenings. 15-tf
’’The earth is but one country, 




DON’T LET THE HEAT AND traffic 
spoil your day. I moke pick-up ond 
deliveries from Sidney to Victorio and 
••eturn each morning. Bill's Express, 






LEO LODDERS -• Dutch LumlMOper 
uml Ounlf’iipf rjgciiu avdiluljlo for 
Si'tnoy find suiiOLimlmg clistfitl. 
f nu\<i woi VVnuMslnp ol loosonOble
y Mow iuwns 
-tl Y
inomUiioorue - 
I fToiYio tl wo will (Id it.; 
■GioHitf*'. Cot! 656 .'tV9/ ,3 llI I.
HOUSES; Addil/ops, Renovations. 
cVihinets and’ Fufntiuro,- Design and, 
Cdnstrut I ion. Notiti Frjosen 656:1708., 
> . ,2-tf
SIDNEY ROTOVATING.
P|..iM|>l t t.id IS seivico. 
12 tf
ALL PHASES OF GARDENING.;
( lull los Vni7lMn. 656-1595. 9'tf
MTQS S SCATS 
m BALE
SIDNEY CAR MART
BUY IN SIDNEY 
: &SAVE 
on
New. & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motorcycles & 
Recreation Vehicles.
COME IN AND SEE OUR 




;; Phone 656-2432 
rDealer No;'D01591 A ■
1^-M ;;'MUST;M^;j;;Sty1 ed;'.Jsteef-J I 
wheels-dnd beLuye'option items'ond /1 
trim wonted. 477-7702. : r ■ 42-2
FOR SALE OR SWAP: 15ft. Clinker 
boot, with cobin and 1973 9.6.Viking. 
$650. or Trade for pick-up'truck of 
equal value.652-1282. 43-1
A large headline in The 
Sidney Review of October 
25, 1928, heralded a new 
ferry run from Sidney lo 
Steveston.
Captain C.D. Neroutsos, 
manager of B.C. Cost 
Steamship, made the an­
nouncement.
“It has been decided by 
the Canadian Pacific 
Railway,’’ said Capt. 
Neroutsos, “that, owing to 
the increased demand for 
short-water hauling for 
automobiles to and from 
Vancouver Island and the 
mainland, in the summer of 
1929 a new service will be 
inaugurated by the Motor 
Princess between the Town 
of Steveston, on the Fraser 
River, and Sidney, Van­
couver Island.”
“The distance being less 
than that between Van­
couver and Nanaimo, this 
will permit the performance 
of a schedule under three 
hours.”
A special wharf and slip 
will be built at Steveston to 
accomodate the vessel, 
Capt. Neroutsos an­
nounced. She will land at 
the Dominion motor ferry 




We still have a good supply 
of apples kept crackling 
fresh in cold storage.
Located off Sicily’s X Rd. 
OPEN DAILY
GARDEN SERVICE: Pruning, 
von Schuckmonn. 656-1990. 41-tf
1955 AUSTIN A-50. Tested, 










OrriCE SPACE available Inv
modlowly In Sidnoy, SiiHablo toi 
(irototvlonol, 6112 yq. It, lloor
ntiovo Totorila rJornInlon Bunk. IM- 
1UI I4.||
r'ci~iirENT7''No7 r"*Tv/tr'*ivro
h«clroom colino*, nowly rl»c.t)ral*d, 
lurnl»lt«d or uniurnlih«d iliutilofl on 
MntKInnori Hood, NoHh PBnd*r 
Ulond, Ntot r«rrY. f’hon* 629-3337 or 
will# Mr*. W. lynd, R.It, t Port 
Woihlnglon, 0,C. ^3*
2W aoo* with trult lr»»*, ond botn, 
four bttdtonm*, Irldg*, ilov» ond 
drop**. W»ll k»pl A»klng $478 000 
driv# by 7841 lochild#, Soonltlilnn. 
t'hon# Conodo tiu*t,jM2^8l __ 4^2
HOUSE arid MOSSY EARMi lot Rnni, 
2V, otiai with (rull1r»i»* ond Iwrn. 4 
IwulifKirrn, (rIHga, *lnv« ond dtnpn*. 
Wall kept. A»klno$478,00 p»r monih. 
Oliva by 7tl4l LotliMdo Otivo, 
Soonithlon, B.C, I’hona Conodo 
Tru»i; 3112-01 It. 43-2
OUPlIKl (Itaniwood At*o, tlo»« to 
Hhuol* und llMfipiug, 3 budiumii., 2 
tkitb, $380, 652 1047. 43-1
SASEMINTi tlcxbaloi Suilii. w/w 




Interest Free I'inancing 'till 
April iM,, 1979 Dll new and 





Eurm ' liidiiNiriul • (iardi'ii 







R.R. tfl, COVVICIIAN 
STATION, vtiinin).
4 Mll.E.S SOUTH OF 
DUNCAN ON THU 
TRANS CANADA HIGH­
WAY.












frldga It »lnva. 
IgOO. month. 656 
43 1
Cleaneri
JUSTME'., ;.i i 
Owner Will Dot man give* 
pcr.'ional ailcntion to .all 
orders. Phone 6S6-4754
CARPENTER seeks jobs of any kind, 
largo or small. Renovations, ex­
tensions, sundecks, etc. 656-6487.
3 3 • 1 f
CLEAN-UP SERVICE — compost - 
basement • yards • building sites • 
hauling work up to 4500 lbs. 
Reosonoble rotes. 652-3683. 42-4
r^elIable womaTi wants
housework 9-3. No children $4.00 
hour. Phone Joan 656-5995, 43-1
DAY CARE in' MY HOMEn^-
schoolers. Saanichton area. 652- 
4295. 43-1
HELP WANTEH
CAPABLE MIDDLE-AGED woman lo 
help in homo In Gull Islands. 
Roloioncos. 629-3519 bolwoon 7 and 
9 p.m. 43-3
Avon" ^ ^
Chooio the Hour* You wont 11 Nood 
on oarnlng opporlunity ihol's lloxiblo 
enough to III o busy lilo? Do a:> Avon 
Roprobonlollvo, You con oorn good 
nionoy soiling quality piodutls part- 
llmo, Coll Mrs, McCorlnoy, 304-7345.
43-1 . 
WOuTd~UKE mature"boby'sillor Tor
nino monlb child. Ottusioiial doy and 
iiyoning, In my homo, 656-6243, .13-1
POSITION VACANT, bnpuly Clork,
localloni Vlllogo ol Vondoihool, 
Oulios; • assist clin k In odmlnlslrollvo 
dullos, • prepare and ptotosi 
llnonciol documonis, • inolnlnin 
llnanclol rocuids, • propnro llnondol 
toporls lor Council, • suporvlso otilco 
Stoll, - oBsIsl IliKinr.e conimjlleo In 
nnnuol budgnl prepaiollori, • ossumo 
dullos ol cl,Ilk duilna oi'V poilods ol 
obsonco, (loquiromonis, • «*p«rlonc»
III Ibe llnontlnl Held • I, hudgollpo, 2, 
cost dttounling, 3, Invonlorlei, 4, 
QOiniral hookkoopino, ■ od 
ininisirnllvo oblllly nnd exporlenro 
oblllly lo Inlerpial regulollons, 
oblllly lo (ifopiire', compielienslvo 
lliuintial lapoili lor Council, ■ oblllly 
10 dnol disrriiolly with the public 
physirolly copobl* ol porloimlng oil 
dullos rtH|ulr«d, Mlicalloniuoui! 
iPusl be willing to ossurno olbor 
dutUi* ns (loUgoled by cleik 
Responsible lo,- clerk, Solaryi 
coiTirnonsuiole with oblllly 
knowliidgii ond expnrloTIto 
Applltonis ore lo apply In wriling, 
iHiling lull porlicuinrs, and inloiy 
expected, hy 20Otl(>bef, 19711 lo; the 
Cleik tioosuier, Village ot Von- 
derliool. Box 97. Vondeiliool II,C.
VlUjlAQ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________ 42 2
RiQUIRio''TMMr6lATirY cdMnHk 
snloimtm (nr pingiessiye Fold 
DiKilersbIp In Splili River, Alheilo, 
Applkonls wtlla stnllng experience 
quolilitullnns and solory expected to: 
Cnbinn Mninrs. Box 309, Spirit HIvnr, 
Alin. TOH 300, Phone (403) 87,4-3005 
or (403) 539 37,7,n 42 2
nnd Polnioi t»f)ulr»d tw Inige GM 
shop in Hoflbern AlberTti Top vvoges 
ond compieliensive inedluil und 
denial pirm Will r.nnslder felocnllon 
nllownnce lo surietslul oppllconl. 
Apply In wtlling It) Box |38, Oronrie 
Prnlile Bnnsiot 10022 • 99 Ave, 
Oicindptolll*. Abo, t(IV0H9, 42-3
shop loremnn posHlon lor 
pii'O'eiislyt. Tntil dmilrucblp In Spirit 
River, Alberta. AppluonI should 
wrlio Sliiling nuiilillraliens, sninry 
expelled In; Cobion Meiers Box (109, 
Spun River, ,'Mlo. KRI 3G0 Phon* 
(403) 1163 .KX)5 in (403) M9 ;167,*(, 42'9
1969 FORD FAIRLANE. Good running 
condition. Some work needed, $430. 
or best otter. 656-7178 . 43-1
EOMINE EVENTS
DISCERNING ADULTS - shop 
]■ disci mjlly by moil. Send $2.00 lor oui 
lolost lolly illustroled tolaloguo ol 
morilul olds lor both lodios and 
qonllomen. Diiocl oclion, Motkollng 
Inc,, Dnpl. U.K., P.O. Box 3268. 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 13-11
LAW CENTRE— LEGAL AID Clinic. 
Munduys 1:45 ,p,in. to 4;30 p.m. 
Appiiit.liiiuiUs only. Phono656-1'2*17, 
ll
BINGO: K ol P Hall, every Thursdoy 8 
p.m. Everybody welcome,23-If
FRENCH IMMERSION schooling. 
Parents Inlnroslnd in KIndorgorlon 
Sept. 1979. Saanich School DisIrIcI 
No. 63, Conlotl 65'2-5501; 6.52-3358. :
3 8_;_6_____________________________
PYTHIAN SISTERS ANNUAL FALL 
Bazaar and Too, Saturday, Oct, 20, 2 
p.m. K ot P Hall. Sidney, 'homo 
Baking, Sowing, Penny Social, While 
Elophoni, Plants, Vogelablos. Too 75 
cents.42-2 
NEXT OPEnTwATER SCUBA couiso is
November 13. ConlocI Rimpac 
Divers, 9810 • 6lh Sirool, Sidney, 7:56- 
6313,47-4 
SPECIAL ONE WIEkI Scuba' course.
Oecerribor 16-22. Conlncl RImpoc 
PIveii, 9010.51b Street, Sidney, 656- 
6313. 42-9
The Review reported that 
the tourist season of 1929 
“will make Sidney a lively 
place, with auto ferries 
operating between ; Sidney 
and Anacortes, Sidney and 
Bellingham, and Sidney and 
Steveston, in addition to the 
numerousiv .) boats. i-Tthbt 
already call; here' for 
products of the Sidney 
Lumber Co., the Saanich 
Canning Co., the Foro 
Products Co., oil-burnirig 
ships at the new marine 
station of the local boat 
building firm of Copeland 
& Wright, and the .scores of 
launches, gasboats, tugs, 
etc., that come into this 
I port normally.
“Looking at the map any 
reader will see that Sidney 
holds a key position on the 
channels of shipping — in a 
sheltered zone and right on 
the main arteries of sea 
traffic. Sidney is only 36 
miles from Steveston, tlic 
shortest and most logical 
route between B.C.’s two
big cities.
“This new connection 
from Sidney lo Steveston 
will be the first all- 
Canadian motor ferry 
service to be established 
between Sidney and the 
Canadian mainland.
Tourists will have an 
opportunity of viewing the 
beautiful Canadian Gulf 
Islands, and no doubt it will 
be a good thing for these 
Islands.”
♦ * * ■ 
Negotiations for an all- 
Canadian ferry had been 
carried on for a number of 
years with both the backing 
of The Sidney Review and 
The Surrey Gazette but the 
availability of a suitable 
boat kept holding things 
up.
However the president of 
the Sidney Board of Trade, 
George Cochrane was 
quoted as saying: “By Jove 
I’ll have a fling at this, the 
board is behind me and it 
just needs pursuing — it 
will take up a lot of my 
personal time but what’s 
that if I bring home the 
bacon!’’ And George 
brought home the bacon!
Although claiming no 
special credit he worked 
faithfully, with assistance 
from the Board of Trade. 
After going into various 
phases of the proposed 
route a point on the Fraser 
River, adjacent to Greater 
Vancouver and New 
Westminster was-; finally 
decided upon — this being 
Stevehonr; :'-T-i;and The 
transportation company 
interested in the proposition 
none less than the mighty 
CPR.
♦ : *■ ♦
considerable section of line, 
a spoon and a Hasher were 
lost to the fisherman.
Undaunted, Mr. But- 
lerworth put out his..^hand- 
line and proceeded to fish. 
Haulingin a second strike, 
he was startled lo find he 
had taken a length of 
worm-out line a new 
flasher, a Tom Mack spoon 
and five pound cod.
25 Years Ago 
A front page story in The 
Review of October 21, 1953 
recorded the angling 
prowess of a Mr. Tom 
Butterworth of Central 
Saanich.
Mr. Butterworth and his 
wife were fishing 
Saanichton Bay with a new 
Hasher, and Tom Mack 
spoon on an old line when 
the former had a strike.
Hauling in the fish 
proved too mucli for tlic old 
line and it parted. A
Retired Diplomat 
Blasts North Saanich 
Road Requirements
SILVER THREADS) Fall 






CHRI$TMA$ BAZAAR given by A.C.W. 
at Brentwood Collego Momoilol 
Chnpol. Stilufday, Nov. 4, 2 lo 4 p.rn, 
nl Ornniwood CoiTimiuiily Hall, 
Walince Drive neat cotnui Winl 
Sncnltli Hood. Home Boklng, 
needlowcuk, ploni*, olllc; Iremurex, 
wblln elupliuul, Boolix, Good lea 
Iniluded In admitxion $1.00, Coine 
one come (ill,   ^ 43-2
WOMAN! OOSPEl STEiTINOi SldTey
Bible Chopul, Monday, Oct, 30, 2;30 
p:m. Sponkei. Mr*. J, Taylor, All 
Uulln* welcome, 43'1
PETB D LIVESTOCK
A north Saanich 
requirement that an owner 
eonsinicl and guarantee 
payment for a 22-foot road 
along iiis properly frontage 
before Issiianee of n 
building permit was ai- 
laeked at a meeting of 
council’,s “B” Committee 
on Monday, ' 
letter to eouncil, dc.scribed 
liimself as a retired 
diplomat from the 
Department of lixtenui) 
Affairs, said the 
requirement for (I paved
road
an area leading to one or 
two homes.
“7\re tlic,sc reciuircmcnts 
loo stringent?” asked Aid. 
Erie Slier wood. “Are they 
preventing liie consirnelion 
of homes?’’
“1 feel they are," said 
Norlli Saaiiicli engineer Leo 
den Boer, “I think it might 
' he a good idea if we liad a 
good look at them and tlieir 
effects, It is true tlioiigli 
that in at least two eases the 
requirement was modified 
to a eomiiry lane,
10 Years Ago 
Gulf Island writer Ed 
Gould submitted a piece to 
The Review of October 23,
1968 in which he noted it 
has long been suspected 
that people .select their 
favorite Gulf Island to 
settle on because of the 
drinking habits of that 
particular Island. This 
week, that suspicion was 
confirmed.
According to the crew of 
the Sechelt Queen the 
drinking customs go 
something like this:
Rowdier passengers reel 
off at Mayne; hale and 
hearty do-it-yourself-and- - 
hang-the-cost-types spring 
off at Galiano; farmers and 
male pensioners creep off at 
Pender; and old ladies fall 
off at Salt Spring.
The actual drinking 
preferences, according to 
the same source, break 
down something like this: 
Beer on Mayne; crystal 
clear well water on Galiano; 
scotch, on the rocks ;at:
‘ Pender; and shot glasses of 
'sherry on Salt Spring.;; V ;;;
Gould continued: .
“This is: a gross sim­
plification, and probably 
untrue. Mayne Islanders; 
should not be be classified 
as beer guzzlers.
“In addition to 
numerous six packs of lager 
and pilsner, I have per­
sonally observed many 
brawny arms hugging 
brown paper bags, clinking 
full of ale and stout.
“It’s also unfair to infer 
that Salt Spring has nothing 
but old ladies living on it, 
There are a lot of old men 
there too.
“The sherry drinking rule 
is true, however, and 
because of it Salt Spring 
Island has gained a 
reputation as one of the 
quietest places on earth.
"Uiilimitcd amounts of 
slierry are offered each 
afternoon around four- 
whcii the sun is hottest — so 
tliat everyone is in the sack 
witli a splitting headache 
niouiul seven-thirty.
"A case can also be made 
for the seoicli drinking that 
goes on in little biingaltws 
and quiet shacks on the 
twin Peiulers. Here, male 
pensioners, remittanee 
men, and old soldiers live in 
fcdnced circumstances, 
Titey may not live well but 
they live lilgli!
“Being toally leeioial, 
tlie Galiano water diviners 
view all ibis Imbibing with 
disdain. Tlicy liavu made it 
known they would prefer to 
face Ilieir watery graves to 










(Viotlle, Bfenlwootl - Socinlfblon 
oron. Rowtifit Phone 652-1531, 43-1
f OUNDi G)«y lubliy kiMtni vinnuy ul 
iiiiiie* While oiiH Seventh. 656.43fl2,
""liioUMCEMEHTB
Vl¥TNOAOtMENri7onn6UM^^^ 
Fiona Jane CntlkinHl Chonrtler, 
nldeti :liiui(hl«r ul Cnitlf, anil Mr*, 
tl A rhnniller SIHney B.C . in Ml 
rhillp Roy Hun), nldetl ion nt Mr. oral 
Mr*. R.W. Muni, hitiney, llC,, the 
mnrriflye will inlia plrire, l«hrttary:i. 
1979 at (h'4y 1,iniryChur,,l>, PorBiOy,
4 ,1 ■ I ''
the road 
designation on Falkirk was 
an “undeniocrntie and 
unfair" penalty nnd that 
tlic bylaw requiring this 
should be cancelled or 
amended,
“You can say: 'Go niul 
live somewhere else' but we 
like iliis area,’’ the letter 
said and the imuiicipnl 
restriction was unfair.
The letter and 
represerilaiions ninde hy 
two otlici residents, George 
Townesend and John 
Sliimiz.il, both of rVboync 
Ayciiue, had an effeel un 
the committee wliicb will 
take the whole matter of the 
rcsirlciive bylaw to council 
lor possible recoil- 
sideraikui.
The lequircmeni was 
riiliculous, I owncscnil saitl, 
iS road ol that width was 
totally unncce.ssary “like a 
giam skateboard rink" in
Book Chat
The Brendan Voyage
By TIM SEVF.RIN 
Realism and fantasy arc 
Intermingled in the
clironicle of a voyage imule 
by Ilic 6tli century Irisli 
monk, Saint Brendan, 
across tlic Atlantic lo an 
unknown laikl in the west.
Viirioiis possibilities its to 
tin: identity of “,St.
Brendan’s Isle" were
examined by Oeoffery Ashe 
in Liiiid lo Hie VVesi,
puhlislied in the early ’60's, 
but it was given |o I'im 
Stwerin, a t'ompiiU'iv7» 
traveller and aiiilior of six 
etirlier works on e,\- 
ploraiion and discovery, to 
sHCccs.sfiillv test the 
practicability of his voyage, 
A. study of tests aiul 
tl r a tv 1 n g s c n c o ii r a g t; J
Scvciin to create a 20lh- 
ceiuury rcpllea of the 
original Irisli .skin vessels, 
and he designed and 
supervised the const ruction 
of a .I6-l'ooi-long, ocean­
going eniagh, tmulc of 49 
oxliides, dressed with wool 
grease and sireidicd over an 
ash frame,
III this e.slrnordinarily 
frail craft, he and four 
cnmpaiiUms followed the 
"stepping.Slone route’' 
fioin Ireland via the 
Hebrides and Faroes to 
Iceland, Greenland and 
e'anint.q, utulciguing (;,% 
pcrieiices akin to those 
described by the saint, 
covi'rbig 3,560 miles of :,c;i, 















Crime prevention has 
always been an important 
part of a police officer’s
role. Police and the 
community must support 
each other and work 
together so that, in a sense, 
the police become the 
public and the public 
becomes the police.
In the past several years, 
in Sidney and North 
Saanich, we have instituted 
many crime prevention 
programmes aimed at 
making our community a 
safer place. Some of these 
programs are Neigh­
bourhood Watch, Business 
Watch, Bike Safety and 
Identification, Block 
Parents, Rape Prevention 
and Marine Watch.
Police officers here are 
also involved in visiting 
schools to promote a better
understanding between 
young people and police. 
We have been supported by 
many of the local service 
clubs, organizations, and 
the general public who have 
seen a need for cime 
prevention in our ever­
growing community.
Our detachment wishes 
to thank you for your 
continued support.
In the weeks to follow we 
will provide you with in­
formative articles about 
crime prevention 
programmes and other 
activities in our community.
We also invite any 
inquiries regarding these 








Renovations - Concrete 





New Homes & Cabinets, Custom 
build Remodelling, Additions 





Regional Plan May Be 
Modified To Meet 
Population Growth Here
New Homes
Renovations, Cabinets ond 
other types of woodwork




“14 years of guaranteed 
floor laying ex­
perience.’’












Hot Water Heating 
10410 ALL BAY RD. 
SIDNEY 
Phone 656-1580
Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 
















Faster growth on the 
Peninsula than anticipated 
may result in changes in the 
Official Regional Plan.
Capital Regional District 
planners reviewed 
population figures for the 
entire district at the request 
of Peninsula and Saanich 
reginal directors.
Local directors felt that 
growth on the Peninsula 
will exceed projections in 
the regional plan.
Their view is supported 
by community plans drawn 
up for their areas, which 
have higher population 
projections than the 
regional plan.
Planners have said that 
the local projections in 
community plans should 
remain, and consideration 
be given to two new 
regional population 
forecasts for amending the 
regional plan.
Although an amended 
plan will show North 
Saanich, Central: Saanich 
and Sidney with higher 
population figures than 
before^ figures for Saanich 
will be much lower as 
growth there has been 
slower than anticipated.
The regional plan 
- currently forecasts a 1996 
regional population of 
366,500. Using the 
“scenairios” proposed by 
the planning department, 
that forecast would be 
lowered to either 324,000 or 
290,000.
The department intends 
to review the projections 
with its technical Planning 
Co-ordinating Committee 
before coming up with a 
final figure.
Although the regional 
plan forecasits a 1996 
population for North 
Saanich as 7,000, the local 
community plan projection 
is 10,160.
While the regional plan 
projection for 1996 in 
Sidney is 9,500 the local 
community plan predicts a 
population of 14,000.In 
Central Saanich, the 
regional plan projection is 
11,500, but the community 
projection is 14,320, not
the Indianincluding 
reservations.
The department noted 
that other amendments to 
the regional plan are now 
needed because of a review 
of agricultural lands in 
North Saanich and debate 
over industrial parks in 
Saanich.
“Although the regional 
plan has performed an 
extremely valuable func­
tion, it now appears out of 
date in a number of 
respects, other than in the 
details of allocating the 
projected population,’’ the 
department’s report to a 
regional committee stated 
The higher figure is based 
on the assumptions that the
economy maintains its 
current state, with slight 
expansion; that a growth 
rate of two per cent is 
accepted and that natural 
population increase is 














The lower figure is based 
on the assumptions that the 
economy will maintain its 
present state, but the 
growth rate will be lower 
than two per cent.
While the department 
commented that the higher 
figure appears now to be 
preferable for planning 
purposes, it added that the 
second figure may also be 











Residential, Commercial and 
Golf Course Construction.








“Big or small 
we will Do them all’
ELLIS
ELECTRIC
NEW HOME? MORE POWER? 
















10651 McDonald Pork Rd. 
656-2127 Sidney











Best loser for September 
in TOPS Chapter 980, 
Brentwood Bay was 
Roswitha Kaatz, while the 
winner of the summer 
weight loss contest which 
closed at the end of Sep­
tember was Clare Diegel. 
Dolly Hamilton had the 
highest number of points in 
the contest.
Due to the resignation of 
Ruth Cole, Betty 
McKecknie was elected co­
leader. The September 
Apron Contest was won
Liquor Licence 
Granted
Sidney town council 
approved a liquor licence 
for The Latch Restaurant. 
The licence will be for a 
holding bar and dining 
lounge.
They also granted a 
private licence for the 
Knights of Pythias Lodge 
No. 63. In the latter case the 
licence means that only 
members can use the lounge 
facilities and not the public 
in general.
A man’s 10-speed bicycle 
was stolen from a house on 
Jedora Drive sometime in 
the last three weeks. Police 
arc continuing their in. 
vestigation.
jointly by Clara Thomson 
and Milly Essery. Best 
weekly losers were 
Margaret Janak, Joyce. 
Gibson, Clare Diegel and 
Martha McKecknie.
Attendance charms were 
won by Irene Diegel and 
Clare Diegel and 
Featherlight Charms for 
returning from holidays 
lighter, were won by 
Dorothy Adams, Betty 
McKecknie, Terry Evans 
and Ellen Cornwell, while 
Dolly Hamilton won a 
KOPS six weeks below-goal 
charm.
Terry Evans won her 
half-way-to goal charm. 
Several new members have 
joined recently and anyone 
wishing to get involved in 
losing weight the Take-off 
Pounds Sensibly way is 
invited to come to the 
Brentwood United Church 











NEW, OLD, PATCHING, WHITE 
WASHING, IMITATION BRICK.
656-2064





S! KVK L WORK 
Nl'WWORK 
Rl NOVA I IONS
Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 






Ready-Mix Concrete. Sand-Drain, 






PrompI and reliable sorvico colls 
of reasonable roles or bring in 
your T.V. or sloreo on your way 
lotown.
Opon from 9 to 5 















All types bride ond block .work, 
new fireplaces or repair your old | 















22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.




■ Cornmercial ’' 
Alterations/
♦n. I nr Uoucias St. •
Victnria. IVC.
386-3405 30-1- 9775 I’ouilb St.
Sidney, ITC, 
656-5551

























For good honest repair, 
especially in carb, tune-up.
electrical 8 exhaust.
































' COMPUTE JANITORIAl SERVICES ! 



































Follow Conoro to Airport 
Industrial oreo entronce and then 
follow signs to .Gov't Air Services 
Branch. We are right opposite.
•Boat Rolls • Tanks ^






Marine Auto £ Safety Glass 
Window Class • Mirrors 
Windshields Installed 
tnsurancoClalms 




















Till, lalldi l» lo contlrm our j»l»plion« convBinollon lliol your nom» 
vyoi ilitiisti ill iiui n:ii:«iil 'Tinuinf 'M MoulSwoiupnlukiii",
You tiavB won on I) (,u, (I, Coronado rr»«««r plun $50,00 ol Burn* 
piorukiiBd ninolii.
Our Mocinod Slorn in iildn»y will b« in louth wllli yt)u m lo wFion 
dtrliynry o( lliii littuinr will bo loodu, (ApproirlrviaHily lhr«» wii»k»), 




tuiliii, r’rcii(iollt)ii Co Ortliiioli'if.
Bonfires, hot dogs, fireworks, costume 
parades and a dance -- all on Hallowe’en. 
There’s just no excuse for boredom on the part 
of any young person on the Saanich Peninsula 
on Tuesday, October 31.
Sanscha Hall will be the focal point in Sidney 
where a recreation program has been arranged 
by the municipality working with the Lions Club 
and the Panorama Leisure Centre.
Wain Park Fireball will be the centre of ac­
tivities in North Saanich and Sannichton Fair 
Grounds is the place lo meet in Ccntrul Suanlch.
The object of the exercise is, of course, to 
provide some sort of control over the activities 
of young people on an evening when they could 
get out of hand,
























$3S Tyee Rd. 382-6195
tOUII'I'lDlltlTERtO 
serve YOU llETTtR 
KEN'IIII-TICTANK 
lERVICI ITD.
W« cloon HBplle lank*, bunkar oil 
Hiiikt, lowur llnoi and drolnt, 











v.incouvci i(.lond > g
pan-abode
Itho original cedar homeI I 
3901 Codar Hill X Ro,3d 
Victoria, B,C, V8P 2N3;
(604) 477-1932 ‘
Send Sa.OO for full colour calulogiie conlaliiing 





7;() P,M, ll ama/es me
7:30 P.M, Peninsula Pioneers with Iku Bond
H:tR> P.M. Cieutivity BimlsCoiUent
8:30 P.M. Saanich Band Tribal System
9:10 P.M.' Game of the Week (Sidney Men’s
Hockey).
FOR SIDNEY:
4 to 6 p.m. —Children's party, Sanscha Hall 
with a bonfire beginning at 5 p.m.
7 p.m. — Hot Dogs, at Tulisla Park.
7;.10 p.m. — Fireworks at Tulista Park.
A 'teen dance will be held at Sanscha Hall 
starting at .seven o’clock under the ausplce,s of 
Sidney Teen Activity. The Lions Club will be in 





Wlrolowi ■ Fbon 























OutlXHK ll'. tbul fitHOll I : 
Hupoiis |i) All MfikifV
' V'lOlH'HHDttT UVI1 Rontf;
/ ' I'.H' TySiduoy, B'X.
.;\".'.''.vrii;ix'T 
I'hojioiiiD.lWi'Ff. M):it
TUESDA Y, OCT. 31
7;(X) P.M. Planning for Hctlrenietd
7:31) P.M. Camo.sun Today
R:(X) P.M. Community Cooks witit Pal Stanlake
H:.3() P.M. Belly Dancing with Zainnh.
CHFXK THE WEATHE SCAN ON TUES. AND 
thukh, 1 ou any changes oh ADDHTONH,
NORTH SAANICH:
6:30 on — A full program of fireworks, 
bonfire and other events with hot dogs for the 
children nnd fun for all under the direction of 













25 yeiirs experience 
Residential, Commeiciiil 
Ih(!ustri.3l
Rewiring, electric healing 
Repairs, Appliance 
Connections 




. I'cncc Posts, Digging, 50 
in, Rotovator. Prompt, 
Courieoiis Scivtce. 
656-1748
SEA CHEST SAILING 
SHOP
MARINE HANDWANC










SIDNEY (HI rilOAUD STKHNDRI VE
>5)0 Bbb(oo Avb. llitoBy 5S51»I
Backhoe Work Trucking 
BACK rittlNO. tOAOIfta 
St Flic TANKS 
rnitRuror. 




WEIIRVICE All MAKES OR 
MARINS'INOINEI -
Ulf.1. IB SAT. I B.w.ttt 5.30 |>.m.
Lewis Sevigny 6,56 35H3
CENTRAL SAANICH:
7:00 to 10:00 p.m. — A costume parade with 
prizes for winners, a bonfire, fireworks and free 
hot dogs for all.
VIOLIN oil ' 
VIOLA LIvSbONh




ROV'S ALLIIAV MAUINESERVIC I S Ll D.
22.18 HarlM.nrKd.-.Sldm-y
. SHHilZI.il MlUl’ ,
O.M.C.: S1EHN DRIVE' - .lOIINSON' wVND 
l-.VINRUDE OIITIIOARDS. MEHCRIHSEU 
STERNDRIVE. , • „ Z";'
ftii.ui,
THE REVIEW











Boneless Beef. Full Cut. Canada Grade
/ ■■ 1
c>®’«.£>0®







Good Breakfast. Regular or 
Thick.^
Safewai has a good supply of "Hallowe’en 
Treats’’ for the little Ghosts and Goblins, j PkJ.













Snackery. 14 qz. Pkg. 
Bel-air. Frozen. ^
24 OZ. Pkg.















JellO. ' M L3 OZ. Package tor
Mrs. Wright’s, All Purpose. 
For home baked bread.
Kellogg’s Special K. 
475 g. Box.












Central American. IS $
Refreshing for a snack 










Taste Tells. 14 fl. M- tln
White Vinegar
Town House. 128 tl. oz. lug
strawberry Jam
or Raspberry. Valley Gold. 24 tl. oz. oz. tin
Fabric Softener _





Gillette. Good News. Pkg 4's.
Toothpaste
Pepsodent 100 ml. Tube
Brylcream
Hairdressing Cream, 4.5 oz. Tube
Conditioning Shampoo
350 ml, sire'
8x10 Color Enlargements ,
from Kodak, Fuji or Agfa color negalives or $ 





adds laughs to your Hallowe’en^ 











Volume ? & 8 
now on sale!
ea.




Siibi 111 RotoU Quoi^tt'Uos Only
Afdk t|i£ \i4f I
Tone.
4.7 SI. Bar
55* l'1.59 ,C,A m AO.A ,:,ll A F « WAY 1-1 tVI, I T 15 O
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lOrSLL 
WI>S
cositAMts sf^owtD ee 
L\&\Kj~Colored,., prefep- 
A&uy WiTrt REFLSCTI'/E 
MAteRl ALS. -. U(_y, ^ ^ 
^ Ai.
POE CLEARVISJOjvi, /VlAE£t4P 
IS PREPSEED To MASKS*..
COSTLIMES SHOULD ®6 





lAloRtL oHE SIQE OF A STREET^ 
TBeH WOTHEK.... DOWTOi^i^- 
a?DS$ THF STREET
YoUHS CMILDRBM SrtOUtD 
HA\/^ Ai^ ADULT ALo^JS... 
OLDER KIPS SHoauP STAV 
1(4 ■
PlSOUSS lAlitri PAREf^TS
g^AcTpy u/rt^RE youu 
^ 50IMS,ANP W/HEH 
TO EypecT-sOM Home.
DOfi'T GO (HTO A 
STRAii^S H O MSE... 
AHP DoaTEAT A«^Y 
treats UlJTiC PAR- 
g^HTS HA\/e CHEC!<£P 
g^VERy'THU^^
French ‘Immersion’ Enthusiasts Present




Central Saanich Council has rejected the 
latest application from Harry and Sam Mow to 
build a grocery store on Martindale Road after 
a long discussion at Monday evening’s com­
mittee meeting.
Main objection to the store were size and 
supermarket style. Proposed site size listed on 
application was 36,000 square feet with store 
area of 3960 square feet plus a work area, 
mezzanaine, and the owners’ suite of about 1765 
square feet.
Saanich Parents for 
French presented a brief to 
School Board Monday 
night, outlining the benefits 
of French Immersion and 
stressing the need for a 
decision so that District 63 
can receive federal grants.
If the board fails to apply 
by mid-January 1979, it 
cannot receive funding for 
September 1979.
Immersion schooling 
takes place when students 
receive primary instruction 
in a language other than 
their own. With each 
^ successive year, a :larger 
proportion of the 
curriculum is taught in 
English until a balance is 
reached between the time 
devoted to instruction in 
each language.
David Farmer, a 
representative from the 
Saanich Parents for French, 
made the presentation and 
Dominique Spencer, an 
immersion teacher from 
Willows Elementary in the 
Victoria School District, 
was on hand to answer 
specific questions.
Three Concerns 
Trustees concerns were 
threefold: the cost of
implementing the program; 
location of the class and 
transportation costs and the 
committment of parents 
who enroll their children in 
the programme.
Mr. Farmer replied that 
cost shouldn’t be a problem 
as the Special Projects 
Grant will cover half of the 
expense of setting up the 
programme. “This grant 
applies only for the lead 
class,” Farmer said,, “but 
the French Language 
Support; Grant contributes
to the following classes.”
Class location and 
transportation seemed to 
cause more of a problem. 
Trustee Kristianson said it 
was unlikely that the board 
would be able to supply 
transportation from all over 
^the Peninsula to a single 
school for immersion and 
parents would have to be 
responsible for their 
children’s transportation.
Grants Available 
Barbara Lake asked 
whether provincial grants
were available for tran­
sportation needs such as 
this. Kristianson replied 
that availability of grants 
and their actual appearance 
are two different things.
Many parents stressed 
their willingness for a 
strong commitment to the 
program if implemented.
Speaking of the Victoria 
School District, Madame 
Speiicer said that virtually 
all parents showed a strong
ife:roiYc Links
Fawkes To By-Gone
commitment to the 
program. Those who with­
drew their children did so 
because of learning dif­
ficulties on the part of the 
child.
“If a child is a slow 
learner” she said, “then the 
immersion program could 
heighten those difficulties.”
What Degree
Trustees wondered what 
degree of retention children 
in an immersion program 
would maintainin later 
|-:years.;;:’' '
. pMadame^Spfencer replied 
that children taught in an 
immersion course would
retain their oral French 
skills throughout their life 
but not necessarily their 
written ones. “The 
program is designed to 
continue throughout their 
secondary education,” she 
said, “with a split of 
language education in high 
school.”
“We hope to have at least 
40<Vo of instruction in 
higher grades in French,” 
she added: .
- The board will study and 
discuss the French im- 
rnersion issue at . a com­
mittee meeting and make a 
" decision before January.
Time limit was also a 
factor in dealing with the 
application because when 
the Mows sent in their 
proposed plans they had 
hoped to have it dealt with 
under the Land Use 
Contract. Although council 
members were in sympathy 
with the applicants’ 
longtime efforts to re­
establish their business they 
agreed with Mayor Jean 
Butler that there just wasn’t 
enough time before the 
Nov. 15 cut-off date for




A letter from the Mow’s 
solicitors pointed out that 
their clients understood 
Council had endorsed in 
principal the re­
establishment of their store 
originally been located on 
the Pat Bay Highway until 
it was appropriated in 1971. 
Since then the Mows, 
residents of Central Saanich 
for over 20 years, have 
attempted several times to 
relocate their store on their 
■ ownland.:"'n,:;
A petition with 200 
signatures of i Central
.'\ ■
By TRUDY KEMP 
Each year when Guy 
Fawkes Day rolls around on 
November 5 a Central 
Saanich couple shares a 
special interest with 
England, the country of 
their birth.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
Clarke, 2477 Meadowland, 
have an exquisitely carved 
oak chair reputedly made
for King James I around 
1610 AD. Carved on the 
two side rails of the chair 
are heads of Robert 
Catesby and Guido (Guy) 
Fawkes and the bas-relief 
carving on the back depicts 
a meeting of the plotters in 
a London tavern.
Exact age of the priceless 
old chair is not known nor 
is it known how it came
HISTOKY impicri'j) on grandfathcr’.s chair”, — (Kemp Photo)
into the possession of Mr. 
Clarke’s family in England 
many years ago.
“1 can rememer seeing 
the chair in my great­
grandfather’s house in 
Somerset when I was a 
young boy. Even then the 
brim of Guy Fawkes’, hat 
was damaged slightly as it is 
today,” said Mr. Clarke.
He referred to it as 
“grandfather’s chair’’, 
explaining that it has been 
hqnded down from father 
to the eldest son. The chair 
normally stays in the 
grandfather’s house until 
time to pass it along.
The gunpowder plot was 
a plan to blow up the 
Mouses of Parliament on 
Nov. 5, K)05 while James I 
was present and it was 
planned hy a group led by 
Robert Catesby and Guy 
Fawkes. The confusion 
resulting from this crime 
was intended to incite a 
great rising of Ettglish 
Catholics distressed by the 
hostile attitude of the 
government of the time nnd 
the severity of laws against 
their religion.
Gtiy F'awkcs was ap­
prehended us lie was about 
lo enter the cellar benealli 
the House of l.ords where 
the conspirators had 
secretly stowed barrels of 
gunpowder overlaid with 
iron bars and firewood. 
Gibers involved in the plot, 
overtaken in flight or seized 
afterwards, were killed 
out right, imprisoned or 
e,xecuicd. Some were 
beheaded and their heads 
Impaled on spikes at the 
Tower of Lontlon.
Down through the years 
the Englislt people have 
celebrated the .inniversary 
of Guy Fawkes’ capt tire 
with an annual festival 
burning the ill-lated ploiiei 
in effigy.
•M can recall as a young 
boy walking around prior 
to Guy J'awkes Day with a 
home-made effigy on a 
hrmif'.madi* buggv solicit Ing 
passers-by for a penny or 
(wo 10 buy fireworks," said 
Mr, Clarke. "We used to 




A delegation of Parents 
from Brentwood Bay 
appealed to the School 
Board on Monday for 
funds to allow an adult to 
supervise children crossing 
the intersection al Wallace 
Drive and West Saanich 
Roads lo and from 
Brentwood Elementary.
In a letter to School 
Board, Mr. O. Benwcll, 
vice-principal of Brentwood 
Elementary, outlined the 
problems created by in­






The last three guns stolen 
from a Central Saanich 
home two months ago were 
recovered in Esquimau 
Monday. The other two 
guns were recovered at a 
residence cm Hamsterly
Road two weeks ago.
* * * ,
Theft of $.30 was reported 
from a liouse on Benvenido 
last week. No suspects have 
been apprehctuled.
Police report that 
unlicensed motor vehicles 
are still operating illegally 
on public roads. I.asi week 
a hcven-year-old boy was 
caught riding a motor 
scooter on public roads, 
Police remind the public 
that civil liitbilily could be 
enormous in case of an 
accident involving a 
unlicenced motor bike.
’A *
Three youths, belwcen 16 
and 17, were catighl with 
four cases ol beer im Ciieig 
Avcntie. The hoys made 
their getaway but not 
before n witness wrote 
down Ihcii' liocitce plate 
mirnber. Police contacted 
the hoys involved and tlicy 
brought their beer down to 
licadquaricrs,
Benwell wrote, “the in­
tersection was controlled 
effectively by Grade 7 
pupils. But it is not safe 
enough to be under the 
control of nine and ten- 
year-old children with the 
increase in cars, trucks and 
buses. There is also the 
Stelly’s students who arc 
not always eager to wail to 
cross until a 10-year-old 
says it’s safe."
The crosswalk is 
presently being patrolled by 
volunteer parents before 
and after school but it is 
getting increasingly difficult 
to find parents with the 
time to volunteer their 
services, according to Bev 
Haggctl a representative of 
the parents.
Last year there were no 
stop signs there on West 
Saiiniclt Road but a four- 
way stop was installed in 
September. The' four-way
stop is a training method 
before installation of a full 
traffic light, according to 
Chief Bob Miles of Central 
Saanich Police.
Mrs. Haggett prefers a 
four-way stop because cars 
alway.s slow down for the 
‘stop’ but a full light may 
create problems with 
drivers racing lo beat the 
amber.
Whatever the light 
.situation, the parents want 
a paid adult to supervise the 
children crossing from 8:15 
to 8:45 a.m. and 2:45 lo 3 
p.m. Parents have 
volunteered to supervise 
(heir children who come 
home for lunch.
Trustee Jack Armstrong 
volunteered to supervise the 
children crossing in the 
morning. A decision on a 
paid supervi.sor will wail 
until the trustees have 
discussed the inaller in 
coinmiitce.
Saanich residents, living 
near the proposed new 
store, endorsed the need for 
such a facility.
History of efforts to re­
establish their store goes 
back to February 1974 
when Council indicated 
support of removal of land 
from agricultural freeze 
and, in March of the same 
year, the B.C. Land 
Commission released the 
land.
In June, 1976, the 
Department of Highways 
confirmed that zoning 
would not be challenged. In 
May, 1977 the B.C. Land 
Commission allowed ap­
plication for land use - 
36,000 square feet - as a 
grocery store, and in July of 
that year Council advised 
the Mows to submit plans 
and negotiate land use 
contract. ►
On Aug. 4, 1977 the 
Advisory Planning 
Gommission said that 
although the provincial 
authority and department 
,of highways approved 
they thought [ that super 
; ; market type ,of store, with 
apartments TwasTbP Too 
massive a scale to suit the 
location. The beginning of 
Sept. 1977 the Mows ad 
vised Council of their 
position and, on Sept 
^ received word the Land Use 
Contract was rejected.
Aid. Dick Sharpe after 
studying the new plans 
presented at Monday’s 
meeting said that he felt the 
Mows were still aiming for 
highway business.
“Their busine.ss is still 
goig to require some of the 
traffic that funnels back 
and forth from town to buy 
their farm produce," he 
pointed out.
In referring to highway 
traffic Aid. Sharpe men­
tioned the letter received 
from Chief of Police 
stressing that the area is a 
dangerous place to put a 
store and recommended 
against it.
Aid. Sharpe pointed out 
that the principal concern 
was the amoiitU of traffic 
that would funnel off the 
highway into Martindale 
Road iind in due time cau.se 
someone lo gel badly in­
jured or killed.
"1 share his fears in this 
matter," he said. "1 can
certainly see a small corner 
store of some sort in the 
valley area but an operation 
tliat size ... 1 didn’t like tlic 
original plan pul before tlic 
advisory planning com­
mission and 1 don’t like ibis 
one.”
“It is not a simple little 
corner store to serve tlie 
folks in the area. It is 
predicted lo serving a much 
larger volume of traffic 
which can only come via the 
Pal Bay Highway as I .see it 
and 1 can’t support it as it is 
now,” concluded Aid. 
Sharpe.
“It looks as though a 
farmers’ market or a small 
grocery store would be 
acceptable here,” said Aid 
George MacFarlanc.
With this in mind Aid. 
Earle Tabor moved that the 
Mows be invited lo bring 
forward a new proposal for 
a scaled down farmers’ 
market type of operation 
with as minor convenience 
store.
He also moved that 
farmers’ markets be looked 
at as such and the Capital 
Regional District Planning 
Depairtment be asked, in 
any further deliberations on 
the . Community Plan, to 
come with the statement 
regarding farmers’ markets 
and it could be in­
corporated into the 
Community Plan.
Aid. Dave Hill said he 
couldn’t support Aid. 
Tabor’s: last motion as he 
felt it i 'wbuld "' delay The 
Community Plan.
T ■ ' PrpsT-ahd';TbnsVb(y ■ the; 
application from Fred 
Stevenot representing F. 
and J. Dcvelbprnerits to 
develop property for single 
family dwellings on Grcig 
Avenue into one-third acre 
lots less the road allowance, 
were di.scussed at length by 
Council." V '
Aid. M acFarlane 
reminded Council that his 
application had been oh 
going for about 1 Vi years.
*Wc can’t just keep 
shelving the thing and hope 
it will go away,” said Aid. 
Tabor. “We’ve got to make 
some liard decisions in the 
very near future.”
MacFarlanc said he 
understood that plans arc to 
have tlic sewer linc.s go up 
the rear of Greig Avenue.
“If the sewers went up 
Grcig Avenue it would ruin 
the lovely little country lane 
atmosphere, as trees would 
have ripped out and rock 
blasted,” he continued,
A motion was made by 
Aid. MacFarlanc to accept 
the draft of By-law No. 549 
— Developmetu area 
designation and draft plan 
subdivision - dealing with 
the applicatio'ii and refer 
the by-law to Council for 
first reading,
CAR IN THE DITCH belongs lo Slutwn KellyV 19, of West Samiich Road. Kelly claimed he 
went aioudtl the corner at 20 inpli but lost control on .slippery .surface, 11c was charged with driviriB
without due regard for condition ot the road by Ccniial Saanich Police.
aaiimTOBBBg
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fun
must wear a mask,- make 
sure the openings are large 
enough to see through 
properly.
•costumes should be flame 
resistant and short enought 
to prevent tripping.
•carry a flashlight, but 
never a candle.
•call on one side of the 
street and then the other to
avoid criss-crossing the 
road.
•young children should be 
accompanied by an adult, 
while older ones should 
travel in a group.
•ask your parents how far 
you should go from your 
home and when you should 
be back.
•don’t go inside strangers’
homes or apartments.
•let your parents check 
your treats before you eat 
any.
Halloween is a iime for 
fun, the council says, but 
remember not to damage 
other people’s property.
The following is a history 
fo the event submitted by 
the council.
Of all the spirits apparent 
on Halloween, fun is the 
spirit the Capital Region 
Safety Council is trying to 
preserve.
With tliat in mind, the 
council offers the following 
advice:
•wear a light coloured 
costume decorated with 
reflective tape of 
llourcsccnt paint, so drivers 
may see you more clearly, 
•use make-up for a 
Halloween face, but if you
Halloween goes back 
many, many centuries. In 
medieval times it was 
known as All Hallows and 
Hallomass, During the 
centuries it has been both a 
Christian (All Saints Day) 
and a pagan festival.
In Celtic and Anglo- 
Saxon times, Halloween 
was the festival at the end 
of the summer named 
Samhain. It marked the 
beginning of one of the two 
main season of the year and 
was considered by many to 
be the eve of the new year.
The Celtic Festival was 
primarily associated with 
some of the harvest rites 
and the killing of the “corn 
spirit’’ at the reaping of the 
last sheaf. The crops, 
flocks, and herds had to be 
protected from the demons 
believed to be rampant at 
the turn of the year. It was 
the time to placate the 
supernatural powers
controlling nature. There 
were fire rites, fortune 
telling and masquerades. 
The.sc started out as being 
very serious but became 
frivolous as Halloween 
passed into the realm of 
folk observances.
Strange as it may seem, 
Halloween was thought to 
be the best opportunity for 
forecasting the future. 
Particularly, the future 
concerned with marriage, 
luck, health and death. The 
manner of forecasting 
differed in various parts of 
the British Isles. It was the 
only day on which the help 
of the devil was invoked for
such purposes.
In Scotland, young 
people got together to guess 
which one of them would 
marry during the year and 
in which order the 
marriages would occur. 
Even the name, occupation 
and hair colour of the 
future sppuse were 
determined. Young women 
sowed hemp seed on plowed 
land at midnight on 
Halloween to try to find out 
who her husband would be. 
After sowing the seed, she 
would look over her left 
should hoping to see the 
figure of her future 
husband.
Since the month of 
November brings in the 
darkest and most barren 
half of the year, Halloween 
acquired sinister 
significance with ghosts, 
witches, hobgoblins, fairies 
and demons of all kids 
roaming about. It was 
supposed that the souls of 
the dead revisited their 
homes on'this day.
In modern times, 
Halloween is celebrated in 
countries where Celtic 
influence is strong with 
customs derived from these 
age-old rites. In certain 
parts of the British Isles 
bonfires and fortune telling
Need Some Extra Help 
Around The House
€hez €lmth
in the Beacon Moll
Hawaiian Prints 
just arrived
Have you put off 
mending that fence, 
renovating the barn or 
getting your back into the 
extensive landscaping 
because you don’t have the 
time or inclination?
If you have. Art Garcia, 
manager of the Victoria 
Farm Labour Pool, would 




1660 Mills Rd., Sidney
Sat. Oct. 28, 1978 
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 
THE CRYSTAL BLUEr 
Tickets at the Bar 12.00 Each, 
f DborPizes-Costume i^Ti?:es 
Ljgh t Lunch Available:
OPENING 
DENTM PRACTICE
DR. DAyiD L BOWLER
Cor. West Saanich & Cypress Roads
NORTH SAANICH
Evening Appointments A vailahle
Phone 656-2519
Art has a lot of willing 
hands who need the work.
A lot of people have been 
coming to the labour pool 
each day seeking em­
ployment temporary and 
permanent. V
The pool screens and 
supplies workers many of 
>whom are yoiing people 
who have come ; west 
seeking' Tivork : and ' have; 
heard about opportunity onft 
Vancouver Island.
Although this might not 
be t he tru th, ’ ’ Art says, “ a 
lot of young people have 
certainly come believing
' it-” '
The farm pool also has a 
goodly amount of local
help experienced in gar­
dening, construction, fence 
building and repair.
“The government has 
employment programs tike 
JET (Job Employment 
Training)’’ Mr. Garcia 
says, “where any employer 
may sign a contract with the 
federal department of 
Manpower and
Immigration for a- 26-week 
period and have $1.50 ah 
hour reimbursed for wages 
paid.”
“Minimum wage is $3 an 
hour but, with that break,” 
Garcia says, “many em­
ployers may be able to af- 
■fbrd'$4.” ;
The program is designed 
for young people between 
15 and 23 who have been 
out of schooL’from between 
three and 36 monlhs. This is 
the 'sector of : the; labouf 
force that has problems 
finding employment due to 
lack of experience.
Art Garcia believes there 
are nearly 4,000 pieces of 
land in the Saanich 
Peninsula of five acres or 
more. “Some people must
need and be able to afford 
some work done on their 
estates, nurseries 
greenhouses or farm 
property,” he says.
“Many people seeking 
work at the Farm Pool just 
want to earn enough to 
move on to where there is 
more opportunity.’’
Art Garcia is a tran­
splanted Californian who 
thinks Southern Vancouver 
Island is the best spot in the 
world. He retired up here 
and had a gardening 
business before he went to 
work for the Farm Labour 
Pool.
He’s a big friendly man 
who enjoys helping wiling 
■ workers;'''
If you have any why not 
give him a call? .
IS still popular. Elsewhere, 
especially in Canada and 
the United Stales, 
masquerading is popular 
and jack-o-lanterns are 
displayed. The name jack- 
o-laritcrn for a carved and 
lighted .pumpkin is 
probably derived from the 




night!” And it is rare for 
the night to go by without 
youngsters playing pranks 
and practical jokes on their 
neighbours. Unfortunately 
children don’t always 
differentiate between a 
harmless “trick” and those 
that can cause property 
damage.
In many countries tales 
of witches and ghosts are 
told and old superstitions 
are kept. One of the special 
games, bobbing for apples, 
is known to date from the 
Middle Ages. Apples were 
put into a tub of water, and 
person who succeeded in 
taking one out with his 
mouth without using his 
teeth, or in pinning one of 
the apples with a fork, was 
destined to have a lucky 
year. Most of the numerous 
Halloween rituals in 
connection with.apples have 
become games played by 
children, particularly in the 
British Isles.
Although Halloween is a 
“fun time” for youngsters 
in our country, many cruel 
tricks have been played 
upon them. For that 
reason, parents and 
teaehers are asked to instill 
safely precautions into their 
children.
ISIlflOtFURfilTURE MART 
hsS’. Bedroom Suites, Dining Room Suites, 
Living Room Suites.















ALL BOOKS AND RECORDS
Oct. 25111 to Oct, .list.
Oiir iTtsl Big Sale -- Ueforc Christmas!! 
7105 West Saanich Rd. , 
llrcntmwd Ray, 652A422
Provincial Secretary and 
Minister of Travel Industry 
jrace McCarthy has an- 
lounccd a $1 million grant 
0 the Salvation Army 
0 help build a new Men’s 
social Service Centre and 
Harbour Light Centre in 
Victoria.
The grant will cover ono- 
thirtl of the cost of con­
structing the new facilities 
to be built on property now 
owned and occupied by the 
Salvation Army on Yate.s 
and Johnson near Wharf, 
“These'new centres will 
permit the Army to extend 
its work in helping tran­
sients and alcoholics, 
through a much-needed 
increase in space and im­
provement of facilities,” 
Mrs, McCarthy said.
Announcement of the 
gram came ditring a visit to 
the parliament buildings by 
Salvation Army head, 












Wish to announce the opening of their
Psychological and Counselling Services.
’ ■ AT





































We’re only 7 months old in Brentwood, but 10 years old 
in Langford.




7120 W. SAANICH RD.
(between Super Mart 












60" Quality Polyester Double Knits
Manufacturer’s clearance - plain and patterned 
- good selection of fall and winter shades.
^2M
60” T-Shirt Knits
Plain and patterned - select from any in our store.
’2.88
60" Velour




Mill ends - most are first 
quality - a few are slightly 
irregular -1 to 2 yard pieces, 
but several pieces of most 
colours - sold by the piece"
’2.99,-at only
Fake Fur Remnants
Good selection - individually priced.
ALSO: see our selection of SLINKY 
and PLAID FLANNELS for fall.
We carry a Full Selection 
of SIMPLICITY and McCALLS Patterns.
PM y ^iLj
FAMILY UESI AUKANT
812 VEIIHIEK IIUENT WOOH HAY
FOR CHINESE OR 
WES1ERN FOODS
DINE IN 'TAKE OUT
1 EATUUINC; I AI,L AND WINTER 
SI'ECIAI.




10% DISCOUNT ON 









SUNDAY II A,M, 8P,M, 
TUtS.lOTMUIW, HAM,
FRI. ANOSAT.II A.M.-IOP.M. 
Cl,OSED MONDAYS
TRY ODR EIJNCHEON 
SIMXIAl.S FROM $2.25
ISERVID DAIIY WITH SOUP OF THE DAY, 
CHOICE OF DESSERTS AND TEA OR COFFEEI
Place Mats































Keep Warm in our FANNELETTE SHEETS
Also: riuunclclte sheet sols with matching pillowcases in iwin.
*2.99
double, and tiucen sizes.
¥




















' ' Reg. S2.69
I
\\
Prices in ellcct until Nov, it) or while stock lusts.
No lU'lurns «r IcKfliunges on ShIc Ilf mi



















Fashion Show Packs Mills Road Legion Hall
BUENIWOOD FLORIST &
GARDEN STAFF 652-2131




7111 WEST SAANICH ROAD, 
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C.
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
th e: M AY F AI R H OI
still only from $19.00 up
Vivian Wallace, formerly 
Vivian Cowan, has 
arranged and commented in 
many fashion shows in 
Sidney. She was also in 
charge of Miss Sidney 
Contests in the years when 
the winners were sent to 
compete in the Miss PNE 
contest. One of the winners, 
Linda Douma, went on to 
become not only Miss PNE 
but Miss Canada. Mrs. 
Wallace’s first fashion 
show in 10 years, she was 
enthusiastic and delighted 
with the excellent job dune 
by her models. “1 think this 
is the most personally 
satisfactory show 1 have 
ever done,” she said.
A “sold out” sign had to 
be posted for the fasliion 
show that packed the Mills 
Road Hall of Branch #37 of 
the Royal Canadian Legion 
on Friday. Women 
modelled fashions from 
Sidney Fashion Flair and 
men from Dormans Store 
for Men.
None of the models had 
ever modelled before. They 
ranged in age from 21 to 65- 
plus and wore every size 
from 10 to 44. Members of 
the auxilliary and the 
branch, all models were 
given a big hand.
Models were: Madge 
Ball, Marj Bosher, Pat 
Crosbie, Dorothy 
Emmerson, Doreen 
Konrath, Rowena tapper, 
May Mathews, Isabel 
Noble, Tina Walker, Joy 
Wallach, Joe Ball, John 
Elliot, Charlie Erickson and 
Derek Rolph. Arranged and 
commentated by Vivian 
Wallace, it was an informal 
and friendly show.
A dark-blue background, 
a white trellis and plants 
and • shrubs loanded by 
Marigold Nurseries and 
Deckers Greenhouse 
provided a setting for the 
clothing shown by the ladies 
and men. Doorprizes were 
drawn for the presented by 
Jack Noble, branch 
president who presented to 
Vivian Wallace a bouquet 
of red roses in appreciation 
of her work.
Refreshments were then 
served, and the consensus 
seerhed to be that it had 
been a “marvellous show” 
and that in all ages, .sizes 
and shapes instead of the 
usual fashion show models.
Mostly with full kitchens 





Weekly, monthly & family 
rates
For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL





Pick up und delivery service in Sidney ul Frederick’s 
Shoes lleucon Avenue.
We rcpiiir lFnTis, shoes juul I caihcr Cioods 
including Siii.ldlcsi*^liridles.
A 16-year-old girl was 
involved in a single car 
accident in the 8200 block 
West Saanich Road on 
October 20. The girl 
swerved to miss a mail box 
thrown in the middle of the 
road and went off the road. 
She sustained lacerations in 
her chin and bruises. $1,000 
damage was done to her 
car.
★ * *
Three youngsters were 
caught trying to steal pop 
from a machine at the 
Texaco station on the 
corner of West Saanich and 
Verdier. The youlhs, aged 
14, 15 and 17 were shaking 
the machine and trying to 
pry the pop free with plyers.
ft if it
Police want to remind 
motorists tliat on October 
26, 27 aiul 28, all five 
nninicipal police forces will 
be operating the 
BATmobile throughout the 
Capilal Region Disii ici.




20 Different from ^299“"
Caiiadu’s most respected 8 year old whisky. 
So smooth, so mellow, so fine In flavour.
IPWIP. ''■V ■ a , '4O i 1,: 8 7.!
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WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
























































j HOLLYWOOD BONUS TIDE
1 Peanut Butter Chicken Detergent
1 16 oz. One Whole SS®
3% tin J
12 Litre $CT9
I CARNATION TENDERFUKE GREEN GIANT
Milk Lard Niblets Corn
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GRAND SHOPPING SPREE PRIZE
I ts S ^ C #%00 TICKETS IN STORES.11 i - ^ MOV. 4
JONATNAN S.
MEN’S & BOYS’ APPAREL
REGULAR 
*8®^ VALUE
mis WEEKEND ONLY AT 








& AAUCH MORE !i
frtod
hlcten
a Super family Special
9 Pcs. Brownies Fried Chicken, 
Med. Coleslaw, Med. Potato 
Salad, Med. Bean Salad
99......
yCome oniln and Shop for ail the 1^^^ 
Fashions at everyday LOW prices!
YOU SAVE'2.66
; 'SQUARE '' ' "
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.G.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 271h 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28th 
& SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29th











WIDTHS from 2A to D 
SIZES from 5 to 10 






Color Brown or Navy 





minimum balance *500““ monthly




Girls or Boys Sizes 12 to 8 





WIDTHS from B to E 
MANY STYLES AND SIZES
Miner
Wader Boots




























5 PC. KITCHEN TOOL SET 
With Mixing Bowl SALE PRICE
6 PC KITCHEN SET,
2 graters, tongs, ,






5 Colors & aluminium $^ ii 95
.'SALE PRICE"
SHOWER CURTAINS
Prints, florals, stripes, 















GYM SHORTS - ALL SIZES
ADIDAS $fl*)95
TRACK SUITS
NIKE ALL COURT $^^95




BLAZER 66 HUGGER CC
*49” *27”
CCMSKATES,








SCREW DRIVER SETS *11”
BLACK & DECKER WORKMATE
SINGLE HEIGHT
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3 DAYS ONLY 
THURS., FRI., SAT.




Buy one ot Regular Price, 
get onother of Price
YOGURT
Continental, Maya, and Mountain High Yogurt, 
all made from natural ingredients only. Luscious 
Yogurt cones ..................... • • • • • • ■40c
All-time Faborite Salton Yogurt Maker on\y 16.34 
Big Batch Yogurt Maker - 1.9 liter capacity ^ V only 
12.79
Yogurt Starter, lOg. envelope . . .;,. y , ;;.^ ,^nly 95>c>
; GARLIC
' Odorless Garlic!
Zirkulin Garlic Pearls ...... ...... .180 pis. 4.10
Leopin (from Jpaan) ..... ............ •. • •8.99
Kyolic A Super formula ...................... 100 caps. 8.99
Also in stock Swiss Herbal Garlic Gil and tablets.
.8 oz. 3.62Pure Apple Pectin .......... ^.....
Trophic Soya Lecithin :.: y..
Soya Lecithin Spread .............. . 283 g. i./5
Dry Organic Soya Beans in bulk (Rich in Lecithin)
. . .....; .............. . . .24 oz. 75c
Hain’s Soy Beans ................. 15 oz. tin6/c
To-Fu (Soya Bean curd) ..... .......... 454 g. 88c
WICKER
CATALOGUE SHOPPING
Two Week Delivery on all orders
PARTY
CATERING SERVICE
Mixes, Party Ice & Party Snacks
feature
$^99
5” HIBISCUS Z EA. 
While They Last!
FROM THE FRIENDS OF FIVE CONTINENTS TO YOU
EXOTIC TEA BLERDS
Celest ial Teas 24 bag package
Cliamoniilc...............................         .1.34
Lemon Mist ............................................ .1.42
Matte Chicory ........... ............. • • • ........................... ... .1.32
Matte Orange Spice......................    .1.42
Mellow Mint ..........................................    .1.45
Norming Thunder .................      1.69
Pelican Punch ...................................................  1.34
Peppermint.................     1.34
Red Zinger ...............................     .1.62
Roastaioma ......... 1.69
Rosehips ..................................    1*47









Edam Cheese - ----- --....... . . ..
Mozzarella Cheese ............ .
................... ..1,751b
.............1.75 lb
FRESH, FREE RANGE, 
FARM EGGS
Grade A, large




Gisela’s Deli & Bakery
SPECIAL OH DELICIOUS ^®2-4623 p(tpj||E0
DO-NUTS PARTY TRAYS
ELECTRO-BAKED WITHOUT GREASE WIDE SELECTION OF
Cheeses, Meat 
Doz. & Salods$ 1.44
a,, yi’'I
_ ,,..1 f
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THE REVIEW
HANDS OFF FESTIVAL FINANCES
. The town of Sidney will 
not undertake to do ac­
counting for non-municipal 
functions in the future, 
following a motion of 
council finance committee 
passed Monday night.
The motion stated that 
the town will not participate 
in extra-curricular ac­
counting for facilities not 
directly related to the 
municipality.
Discussion followed 
concern over how the 
accounts for this year’s 
Sidney Days were handled.
Aid. Eleanor Sowerby 
argued that the past Sidney 
Days has never had a 
“formal bookkeeping 
system’’ but that the town 
handled its accounts 




”1 don’t think such a 
community event should be 
asked to operate without 




for non-town functions 
tends the town’s authority 
to the function, argued Aid. 
Peter Grant.
“The town has been 
given a black eye by 
seeming to control these 
activities,” hesaid.
Acting mayor Martin 
said he saw such a policy 
change for town accounting 
as being restrictive. “1 
would tike to continue with 
amore open policy with fail­
safe procedures rather than 
1 throw out the baby with the
bath water.”
“1 feel we are shutting 
the door there,” agreed 
Aid. Jim Lang. “We 
shouldn’t make it that 
strict. In many cases it is in 
our interests” to do the 
books for different com­
munity groups.
A great number of local 
merchants were left unpaid 
for goods and services after 
the Sidney Days festivities, 
according to Aid. Jerry 
Tregaskis and ' ‘we went in
there and straightened out 
the mess because we felt the 
responsibility.”
But Tregaskis went on to 
say he thought the time had 
come to end accounting for 
outside functions.
Grant said the policy 
change was not a question 
of not supporting a 
community group. “It’s 
just that we seem to be 
involved through virtue of 
our accounting. In addition 
it takes considerable staff
time to unravel some of the 
very confused accounting 
procedures.”
Martin strongly disagreed 
saying if the procedures are 
properly set up there will be 
no need to spend much 
time. “1 believe it is a 
service we are and should be 
equipped to do.”
The motion to disallow 
further accounting of non­
town functions was carried 















300 Feet Per Day
Driving ahead al the rate of about 300 
feet a day, the pipeline which will bring 
water to Saanich Peninsula has reached 
Stelly’s Gross Road at the point where it 
dives beneath the Pat Bay Highway.
On the west side of the highway where it 
emerges will be a pumping station at ac­
celerate the flow of water uphill on the next 
.stage of its journey.
Regional district engineering officials 
.said Monday that the pumping station, one 
of several along the route of the pipeline, 
would not be an elaborate affair. It would 
consist of a couple of pumps housed in a 
cement superstructure or, perhaps, a steel 
housing underneath the surface of the 
, ground.
Just how far the pipeline will be driven 
' this year has yet to be determined by the 
water commission of the regional board 
which will make a decision soon.
As the pipeline progresses northward 
another pumping station will be installed at 
Mount Newton Cross Road to maintain 
pres.surc in Central Saanich. This will cost 
about $120,000.
Plans also call for the construction of a 
1.2 million gallon reservoir on Horth Hill 
in North Saanich within the next five to 10 
years at a cost of about $400,000 and ^
P pipeline connecting This ne\v reservoir to
t'Kc "tanks on McTavish Road wliiclTi \yill: 
" :cost about $1.6 million.
“Who are we to decide 
whether we should spend 
$1,000 of the tax payers 
money,” snapped 
Alderman Bernard Ethier 
Monday night.
“That’s what you’re here 
for, “lashed back acting 
mayor Ross Martin.
These comments
followed a heated 
discussion in Which Aid. 
Jerry Tregaskis charged 
Ethier with posing 
“ridiculous” arguments.
During discussion of 
proposed expansion of the 
sailing club compound 
opposite Blue Waters 
Apartments, Fifth Street, 
Sidney aldermen discussed 
Monday night whether they 
should move thebuildinE.
It is mow located in the 
centre of Tulista park and 
aldermen considered 
relocating it at the end, 
closer to the service area. 
The cost would be about 
$1,000.
At this point Aid. Etheir 
said that there were council 
members present at the 
meeting along with 
representatives from the 
sailng club but what about 
the general public.
“How do we know what 
they want?” queried Ethier. 
“Why not go to the public 
for a vote on this matter?”
Martin responded 
sharply that it is the job of 
elected representatives to 
make judgments; as to 
twhether thetpublic wifi dr 
will not benefit from such a 
move.
Tregaskis called Ethier’s 
argument a “ridiculous 
one.”
“We go to referendum 
when required to do so by 
the Municipal Act,” he said 
hotly. “It does not require 
us to do so when we spend a 
thousand dollars.”
The sailing club has 
requested expansion of 
their 100 by 50 foot
structure and council 
members agreed that the 
group had been held up 
long enough already.
Council approved the 
expansion in its present 
location and instructed the 
sailing club members to 
work clsely with the 
building department 
tomake it as suitable to the 
site as possible.
Injunction Denied
An injunction to halt the 
further expenditure of 
public money on a Ganges 
Sewer system has been 
denied by Mr. Justice H.A. 
Callaghan of the B.C. 
Supreme Court.
Although he hadn’t seen 
a copy of the decision
Executive-Director of the
Capital Regional District 
Dennis Young said the 
judge felt the petitioners 
had not made a strong 
enough case for the in­
junction.
Three Salt Spring 
residents, Yvette Valcourt, 
Lionel Wood and Fred 
Sibley, filed the petition
BRENTWOOD..
..next fo the Post Office and behind the Thought Shop, 
7167 West Saanich Road.
MiWS ITEMS AND MESSAGES MAY BE PHONED IN 
TO 652-4631 BRENTWOOD or 656-1151 SIDNEY, 
AND WRITTEN MATERIAL DEPOSITED IN OUR MAIL BOX
THE REVIEW CARRIES THE HEWS OF 
THE COf^iOHITlES OF THE SAAHICH PEHIHSULA.







your feathered friends will love
THIS WILD BIRD SEED
i




Comet alum. Cookie Sheet . 
Reg. SALE
Diiro alum. Cookie Sheet . _ . 
Reg.»2^^ SALE
Unival 10 speed Blender * 
Reg. »56'^'^ SALE
Iona 5 speed Mixmaster
Reg, >32''SALE *28”
Chinese Cooking Woks - - m 
from *6"’•‘18'^'^ LESS 15%




10 lbs. BIRD FEEDERS
$069 $^99
CE TOOL SETS
'Spruce up the 
House for Fall'
SEE US FOR PAINT & WALLPAPER
Scrubbable Latex 
in flat and Semi-Gloss 
The, Easy, Fast Way to Redecorate! 
Latex Flat Latex Semi-Gloss
Gal. *16” Gal.
>
Toastmasterr System III Oven Broiler imnns
Reg. '129" NOW *109''’
Walfle Covets All with reversible grills 1.5.323 I/IQ9S 
to convert to sandwwich makers FROMf^^ TO *13
IN STOCK NOW
SPLiniHG WEDGES, SLEDGE HAMMERS, SPLITTING NAILS, 
AXES, CHAINSAwi • NOW IS THE TIME TO CUT YOUR 








s&ilisiiiiii" '"V ;fil■ V.ffiVi'V •. 1 ,ii«)i., f.SfijiHif
Flecto Varathane liquid Plastic,
,, Flecto X-3D Wood Stain,
Flecto Satin Stain Flecto Basic Oil Finish
TOUCH BEAUTIFUL FOR 
ALL YOUR REFINISHING 
PROJECTS
K''
' !;v c: /,,1 ' ' '
................... ..........' wl#! ' I ,11, ' ' ' •, * ' / V,, ' ....... .... '.-..I- •■•'I
‘.ftW "’m "‘s
OUR OWN BRAND OF PAINT - 
OUR EVERY DAY LOW PRICES
Latex Flat *10”
Latex Semi Gloss *12”
Alkyd Low Lustre *13”
Alkyd Semi Gloss *13”
WOOD CARRIER
’22®
AS US ABOUT OUR 5 GAL. DEAL 
10% Off '"'"’Y 5 gal. combinations ol paints.
3r) WALLPAPER BOOKS TO CHOSE FROM PLUS 
A Compicle line o( ail painting, staining and tefinishing materials
?, IN THE BRENTWOOD BAY remember link prices are best WEST SAANICH ROAD AT VERDIER I SHOPPING CENTRE OPEN 9 a.m.-5j|0 ^ 652-4224'Tv.iSvili'tS'S.;*
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PYTHIAN SISTERS HOLD 
CONVENTION HERE
District Deputy Grand 
Chief Mrs. P. Carlson and 
members of Victory 
Temple, No. 36, Pythian 
Sisters, hosted District No. 
5 convention in the K of P 
Hall, Sidney, on Saturday, 
October 14. Five Temples 
were represented. Silver 
Leaf Temple No. 1, 
Nanaimo, B.C., Island 
Temple No. 8, Victoria,
B.C., Capital City No. 35, 
Victoria, B.C., Maple 
Temple No. 29, Duncan, 
B.C., and Victory Temple 
No. 36, Sidney, B.C. 70 
members were in at­
tendance.
M.E.C. Eva Tonge and 
Mrs. J. Dickeson, P.C. 
greeted the visitors, Mrs. S. 
Lumley, P.C., and Mrs. E. 
Berry, P.C. registered the
members. Judges for the 
day A. Wilson, Gr. Senior; 
M. McKay Past Grand 
Chief, A Leith, Past Grand 
Chief; M. Clarke, Past 
Grand Chief, G. Oslin, Past 
Grand Chief; Questions 
and Answers M. Beadnell, 
P.S.R. R. McGowan, 
P.G.C.; and C. Brown, 
P.C. Grand Officers and 
Past Grand Officers were
introduced, given a 
welcome and honours. 
Address of welcome, M. 
Armstrong, Response R. 
McGowan, P . G . X C . 
Delegates reports were 
read, Floor work was 
e.xemplified and judged 
upon.
Five members contested 
for Proem Fidelity for the 
Erb Trophy. W. Beatty,
Rotary Club Foundation 
Has Far Reaching Effects
By WILF PRICE
In far-reaching programs 
carried out with a practical 
and realistic approach. 
Rotary Foundation seeks to 
promote understanding and 
goodwill among peoples of 
different nations.
To translate this ideal 
into practice, awards arc 
granted to gifted young 
people to further their 
education in foreign 
countries under programs 
of educational awards, 
group study exchanges and 
special grants. Equally 
important is the role that 
each recipient must play as 
an ambassador of goodwill 
in promoting international 
understanding. Expenses 
are paid by Rotary 
Foundation. Rotarians, 
relatives and dependents, 
are ineligible for awards.
Exposure to life and 
customs of the study 
country through the 
guidance and friendship of 
Rotarian hosts and their 
families results in 
camaraderie and lasting 
friendships. The sharing of 
experiences by the par­
ticipants and their Rotarian 
hosts and other new-found 
friends is mutually 
beneficial.
The foundation goal of 
furthering international 
understanding thus become 
a reality through the actual 
founding and cementing of 
friendly relations on a 
person-to-person basis. 
This year, more than 1300 
pesons from more than 600
countries are participating 
in the programs.
An award recipient may 
be selected annually by each 
of the more than 350 
Rotary Districts. The grant 
is for one year of academic 
study. Since the foun­
dation’s objective is the 
promotion of worldwide 
understanding, each 
recipient is required to 
study in a foreign country.
At least one education 
award-graduate fellowship, 
under-graduate scholarship 
or technical training award 
is offered to every district 
every year. The district 
decides which program it 
wishes to sponsor. In 
addition, districts may also 
submit applications for 
awards to teachers of the 
handicapped and jour­
nalists awards.
Each recipient must 
possess qualifications which 
enable him to serve as an 
“Ambassador of Good­
will.’’ Each student must be 
a student of outstanding 
abilities.
■A unique and effective 
means of achieving the 
foundation’s goal, in­
ternational understanding, 
is provided by this 
program. It offers travel 
grants to highly qualified 
terns of business and 
professional men. Each 
team, consisting of five men 
between the ages of 25 and 
35 who are not Rotarians, is 
selected by each of the 
Rotary 'Districts which is 
paired with a district in
another country. The 
district which sends a team 
must host a team from Its 
paired district within a tw'o- 
ycar-period.
Local Rotarians provide 
hospitality, and large 
numbers of non-Rotarians 
also of all ages, and every 
economic, social and 
cultural background - are 
involved in this program.
The result is an in­
valuable educational ex­
change of specialized 
knowledge and ideas that is 
mutuall beneficial to guests 
and hosts. For each visiting 
group, there is a specially 
designed study program of 
several week’s duration to 
the host country.
Each member must be 
articulate since he will be 
expected to share 
knowledge and ideas he will 
bring from home in ad­
dresses lo Rotary Clubs and 
other groups in the host 
country. He should have 
some proficiency in the 
language of the receiving 
district. On returning 
home, he will share his 
newly acquired knowledge, 
concepts and broaden 
outlook with many 
audiences, thus completing 
the circle of Rotary 
Foundation involvement.
To qualify for a special 
grant, a project must be of 
an educational or charitable 
nature and be sponsored by 
a Rotary Club, or District.,, 
The project must also 
contribute to the f ur- 
therance of international
u n d e r s t a n d i n g a m o n g 
people of different 
countries.
Special grants arc usually 
given on a 50/50 basis with 
the foundation atid the 
sponsoritig club or district 
c o n i r i b u t i tl g e q u a 
amounts.
The foundation does not 
give assistance to un 
dertakings which duplicate 
existing foundation 
programs nor docs it make 
grants for youth e.xchange 
projects.
Applications for the 
special grant should be 
made far enough in advance 
so that, if approved, 
paytnenl can be made
Island Temple No. 8 winner 
and runner-up. M. Arm­
strong, Victory Temple No.
36. Al 6 p.m. the meeting 
adjourtied for supper.
The evening session 
commenced al 8 p.m. when 
as Mock Iniiialioti w’as 
displayed by the District 
Officers. Mrs. D. Godson 
being candiatc. she was 
presctited with a corsage. 
The Beadnell Shield, 
donated by M. Beadtiell, 
P.S.R., was presented to A. 
Eis, Maple Temple No. 20 
atid M.E.C. E. Tonge, 
Victory Temple No. 36, 
They will each hold the 
Shield for six monlhs. 
Tickets were sold on a hattd 
painted picture, by A. 
Johnson, P.C. and was won 
by C. McAmtnotid, Sidticy 
the Door Prize, a hand- 
woven hattdbag w as won by 
Cl. Osolin. P.Ci.C. 
Qitalicutn, B.C. Evetiing 
refreshments were served.
Members travelled from 
Vancouver, Penlictoti, 
Union Bay, Qitalicutn, 
Nanaimo Duncan and 
Victoria. The evening 
session was attended by 
Marcel Chappurs, Grand 
Chancellor of Knights of 
Pythias and Past Grand 















BRENTWOOD VILLAGE SQUARE 
7120 W. Saanich Rd. 652-5838
TWILIGHT























A DIELCRAFT Oak 9 piece 

































































































































































ALL 30% OFF REG. PRICE
Misc. Toys




SALE PRICES APPLY ONLY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST - PERSONAL SHOPPING ONLY
SALE COMMENCES at 6:00 P.fVV.:STORi CLOSES IO 














TRICK OR TREAT TIME!
- We wouldn't Trick you, 
we hove Sots of Treats for you!
PARTY TIME
Fine Gifts & Toys — Fabrics
We have IMapkins, Table covers. 

























MICKETMOUSE 1 Letter 
PRINTS *
Poly/cotton blend If «| |||| Holdor 
45” vilde. H' J ' 'ReB.'S» JLjd. j $59a






7", SVC, 5'/4”, 4‘/!” ^ 7
SET OF 4 fc set
BRUSHED DENIM MSJLSlL
III prints S stupes. j|,| ^,555
Reg, 45" wide ^ A 07 OFF




Make your awn 
OSH-KOSH-BY-GOSH overalls.
Super Great Fabrics for 
Children - Now on Sale!
45" wide. 
Reg. '4"
tlie gin ner Anias u
20%
Co e visit us in - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Mon. thru Thursday, Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.




Poly/acrylic blend. (9^ Jl CliS% 
54" wide.
Reg. V yd. - ^ yd.
t
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10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays
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across from the Brentwood Post Office







V.P. 1 lb. Pkg.
09
pSe RIB ROAST $1891 sTrLoIn^STEAK
(Friday & Saturday only) LB. A I or CLUB STEAK
.99
CHICKEN THIGHS
n. nRIIMSTICKS >-8. ^ ____
SCHNEIDERS
Ni IN I SIZZLERS














Captain Ken Dorman, 
commanding officer of 676 
(Kinsmen) Air Cadet 
Squadron, says that an 
annual educational bursary 
has been established for the 
most deserving cadet .
The bursary of ap­
proximately $500 may be 
applied for; by any serving 
; cadet to further post- 
secondary education. It will 
: be : awarded at the 
squadron’s : annual . in­
spection.
4 Source of the bursary will 
be interek from a fund 
endowed in the name of the 
squadron by Mr. F.S.B. 
Howard of Beaufort Road, 
Sidney . For many years one 




Drummond of Douglas 
House, Victoria, B.C., on 
October 12, 1978 after a 
lengthy illness. Predeceased 
by her husband Peter, in 
1966. Survived by three 
Step-children.
Memorial Service in the 
Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C. on 
Wednesay, October 18, 
1978 at 3:00 p.m. Rev. 
R.H. Pratt officiating.
GIHBS
At Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, Saanichton, B.C 
on October 12lh, 1978, 
Mrs. Hthcl Mabel Gibbs in 
her 95lli year. Born in Ash 
Vale, Surrey, England and 
a resideni of Deep Cove 
.since 1947. Predeceased by 
her husband, Ralph, in 
19.52. Survived by her two 
sons and daughtcrs-in-law, 
Mr. and Mrs, Jack W. 
Gibbs and Mr. and Mrs. S. 
Robert Gibbs and three 
grniulclrildreir, all of Deep 
Cove.''
friends was his cousin, the 
late Air Marshal Sir 
Richard Llewllyn 
Atcherley, an outstanding 
figure in the Royal Air 
Force from its inception..
Sir Richard first achieved 
fame as a member of the 
1929 British team in the 
Schneider Trophy Inter­
national Air Races flown 
during 1913 to 1931. The 
series was finally won 
outright by Britain in 1931 
at the ten incredible speed 
of 340mph> ;
The “S” series of aircraft 
developed by Supermarine
Aircraft for those races and 
culminating in the S-6B in 
1931 were the direct, an­
cestors of the Supermarine 
Spitfire of Battle od Britain 
fame.
Wishing to perpetuate Sir 
Richard’s memory, Mr. 
Heward decided that the 
best means would be a 
permanent form of en­
couragement and help to 
local air cadets. After 
discussions with the 
squadron, a,; fund was 
endowed and the Sir 
Richard Atcherley Bursary 
and Trophy were created.
CAPTAIN KEN DONMAN, Commanding 
Officer of 676 Kinsmen Air Cadet Squadron, 
receives a cheque for $7,000 from Bob Gibbs 
and Reid Hannan, making the presentation 
on behalf of the donor, Mr. F.S.B. Heward. 
Bob and Reid have been as.sociated with 676 
Squadron for several years, Reid as the first 
CO and Bob in administration and supply. 
They have been worked with the benefactor 







White or Brown 5 Loaves 
THE DARES
TEA BAGS
^ ^ I CHRISTIES
COOKIES





«!> ea 1 1 MRS- SMITH
PUimPKIN PIES 
PEANUT BUHER
™ I 4g 07. Tin120's
Tiwr tAQQl SSSIt. A..CHEESE SLICES ^CORN OIL
2 Ib. Pin. 32
m TME YOUR TRADE 
ON ANY PURCHASE 











King Size 6 Litre
$|89
$189


















WE ARE FEATURING A GREAT SELECTION OF 
DRESSES FOR YOU TO CHOOSE FROM.
30% off our regular prices on 
a selected group of Casual, Dressy, Long 
& Short Dresses.
NEED EXTRA PANTS?
We itiso hiive a Great Selection 
„ of Gabaiame, KniU and Polyester.
SEVERAL STYLES AVAUABiL 
VALUES UP TO ‘24'’''
SftLE PRICE *9®®
tl* Hill Imwi IhutI « lilt '
PHONE
652-5612
SPOONER'S LADIES WEAR in the brentoood bay shopping puza
ON THE CORNER OF VERDIER & WEST SAANICH RD.
BUSINESS HOURS! 
9:30 * 5:30 
Mon.*Sat.
